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1. INTRODUCTION
Plan structure
This plan commences with an overview of the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage
Area (GBMWHA), its geographical setting, its values and its community and tourism
context. Target audiences and existing interpretation and information programs are also
reviewed. These are all components of the environment within which any interpretation
and visitor orientation plan must function to be effective and progressive.
This background analysis then leads into a discussion of how to strategically position
the GBMWHA within its marketing and community setting, followed by objectives for
interpretation and visitor orientation, themes and key messages. The implementation
section of the plan recommends strategies and actions to achieve the objectives and
also identiﬁes priorities.
Purpose and scope of the plan
This plan is a strategic document that addresses the interpretation and visitor
orientation needs of the GBMWHA at a property-wide level. A secondary purpose
is to establish high quality and consistency in presentation across the GBMWHA. The
focus is on ﬁnding efﬁcient ways of establishing a strong and broadly-recognised identity
for the GBMWHA, promoting understanding of the values of the area and encouraging
positive and inspiring human interaction with it.
The plan is intended to be a practical and achievable blueprint which emphasises
directions, key actions and priorities within a timeframe of about ﬁve years. In this
sense it is similar to strategic plans for other protected area management functions,
such as weed control and bush ﬁre protection. However this plan is different in that it
is directed not towards a single agency, but towards a wide spectrum of agencies and
other stakeholders – anyone, in fact, who is presenting information on the GBMWHA.
Strictly speaking, it is only the two GBMWHA management agencies (NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service [NPWS] and Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust) which have the
power to ensure this plan is implemented, and then only within their areas of responsibility. Ideally, tourism bodies, local government, other stakeholder agencies and tour and
accommodation providers will follow the leadership of these agencies and also pick up
and apply the principles and strategies of this plan across the information landscape.
This plan recommends strategies and actions that are based upon considered
objectives, which are in turn derived from a sound understanding of interpretation
and visitor orientation needs of the GBMWHA and its operating environment. It gives
agencies and managers the basis for planning speciﬁc World Heritage interpretation
within their precincts, and for directing the World Heritage component of localised
interpretive and information programs. It provides the framework within which detailed
site and agency-speciﬁc information planning can occur in a consistent and integrated
manner across the property.
With regard to local interpretive planning, it can be noted that an interpretive plan is
being prepared for Jenolan Caves, and Blue Mountains Tourism Ltd (an arm of Blue
Mountains City Council) is developing a branding strategy for promotion of the central
Blue Mountains area. This interpretation and visitor orientation plan will inform these
and other localised processes.
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This plan does not detail general principles of communication except those which have
been speciﬁcally reﬁned for use in the GBMWHA. Nor is it a manual on how individual
sites or precincts within the GBMWHA should be interpreted, or a compendium of
resource material. This plan does give direction on how the World Heritage component
should be painted into the broader interpretive picture, and provides key resources to
assist.
For instance, this plan will not suggest what the content of an interpretive sign at Govetts
Leap should be. Such a sign might have the geological formation of the valley (or any
other locally relevant topic) as the main subject. World Heritage messages would not be
upfront, but would instead (as detailed later in this plan) be communicated as part of the
background messaging. The key World Heritage message might simply be that the valley
is part of the GBMWHA, as conveyed by the graphic presentation of the sign or other
backgrounded means.
This plan provides direction on the most effective strategies for presenting the GBMWHA
to all key audiences including visitors, local communities and special groups. It identiﬁes
the messages, themes, products and programs required to achieve its vision and ensure
effective, consistent and high quality presentation across the property.
Project limitations
Accurate, quantitative data on visitor patterns, numbers, needs, understanding and expectations within the GBMWHA is limited, and no new research was conducted as part of this
project. Qualitative information, expert opinion and understanding gained from research
in comparable areas is more readily available. This information is considered adequate to
develop strategic decisions on information and interpretation, however additional visitor
research will always be useful.
Authorship
This plan has been authored by Ian Charles of Charles Walsh Nature Tourism Services and
Ian Brown of Elanus Word and Image, together with considerable guidance and input from
NPWS World Heritage Project Ofﬁcer Lenore Lindsay and the GBMWHA Interpretive
Plan Project Steering Committee.
Consultation and acknowledgement
Many individuals and organisations have been consulted in the preparation of this plan.
The authors would like to thank them all for their helpful input and in particular the
following:
Lenore Lindsay, Bob Conroy, Geoffrey Luscombe, Shaun Hooper, Stephen Alton, Peter
Sherratt, John Giles, Gavin Gatenby, Stephen Riley, Haydn Washington, The Colong
Foundation for Wilderness, Armstrong Osborne, ofﬁcers of the NPWS, Jenolan Caves
Reserve Trust, Blue Mountains City Council, Blue Mountains Tourism Ltd and Oberon
Plateau Tourism Association.
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2. BACKGROUND TO THE PLAN
The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area
The Greater Blue Mountains Area was inscribed on the World Heritage List in
November 2000. The listed property comprises eight pre-existing and contiguous
protected areas:
•

Yengo National Park

•

Wollemi National Park

•

Gardens of Stone National Park

•

Blue Mountains National Park

•

Kanangra-Boyd National Park

•

Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve

•

Nattai National Park

•

Thirlmere Lakes National Park

These reserves total 1.03 million hectares and the property extends 220 km in the
north-south direction and up to 80 km in the east-west direction. The property
occupies part of the eastern escarpment of the Great Divide, in the hinterland of
Sydney in central eastern New South Wales. It extends across 14 local government
areas and the traditional country of at least six indigenous language groups.
Two state government agencies have management responsibility for the GBMWHA
constituent reserves:
•

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (seven national parks) and

•

Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve).

Two other agencies have complementary responsibilities for some aspects of
management:
•

Sydney Catchment Authority (part of the lands are covered by catchment declarations) and

•

Environment Australia (the agency responsible for World Heritage matters at
Commonwealth level).

Indigenous groups will have an increasing role in management as the objective of comanagement under the NPW Act is pursued.
Other additional signiﬁcant areas have recently been added to some of the GBMWHA
reserves, most notably lands forming parts of the Warragamba and Blue Mountains
Catchments that were previously fully administered by Sydney Catchment Authority.
World Heritage status of these lands is not automatic, but is likely to be pursued in
due course. Each of the constituent reserves has its own history of protection and
management. Public information and interpretation has been provided on a reserve by
reserve basis in the past, but there is a high expectation from visitors, the community,
agencies and the tourism industry that World Heritage information and messages will
be fully integrated into information and interpretation programs across the property as
a whole. The NPWS is currently planning two new interpretive facilities at Bilpin and
Katoomba which will form part of the upgrading of the presentation of the GBMWHA.
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Project brief
The Communication Plan for the GBMWHA (NPWS, 2001) includes as priority actions
the development of an interpretation and education plan, a publications strategy, a web
strategy and a GBMWHA logo. These actions were subsequently incorporated into
a contract brief for a Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area Interpretive Plan
Project (NPWS, 2002).
The project brief calls for the upgrading of public information and interpretation
across the GBMWHA, to both recognise and promote its World Heritage status. In
undertaking such a program, the brief recognises the need to:
•

ensure consistency of corporate image across the property;

•

establish distinctive graphic design standards for signage and publications;

•

provide interpretive strategies and guidance for the new interpretive facilities at
Bilpin and Katoomba;

•

interpret the property on a landscape basis which integrates nature, wilderness,
Aboriginal heritage and connection and historic heritage with an overlay of contemporary social change;

•

use interpretive techniques that engage sensory awareness and are in keeping
with the sensitivity and signiﬁcance of the natural and built environment;

•

provide accurate and consistent information and interpretation that will cater for
a range of visitors and interest levels;

•

promote effective orientation, awareness and understanding of the GBMWHA
and encourage engagement, inspiration, a sense of place and stewardship,
enjoyment, satisfaction, safety and protective behaviour amongst visitors.

The brief identiﬁed the preparation of an interpretive plan for the GBMWHA as the
initial output, followed by the development of selected interpretive products according
to the plan’s recommended priorities.
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3. THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
A sound understanding of the various components of the GBMWHA operating
environment is crucial to the development of an effective interpretation and visitor
orientation plan.
OVERVIEW OF THE GBMWHA
This summary highlights the main characteristics and features of the area which are of
special relevance to interpretation and visitor orientation. The 10,000 square kilometres
of the GBMWHA covers a variety of landscapes and ecosystems and a great diversity of
visitor opportunities.
Geography and landscape
The WHA lies mostly on the eastern margin of the NSW Central Tablelands and the
Great Divide. It takes up much of the steep coastward fall of this important continental
watershed between the latitudes of about 32.5° and 34.5° south. This is tableland and
escarpment country, with steep-sided ridges and narrow gorges carved into the uplifted
plateau landscape. Much of the terrain is classiﬁed as dissected plateau, with the plateau
surface gradually rising from the east towards the Great Divide in the west and ranging
in altitude from about 200 metres up to about 1000 metres. Local relief varies within
the same range.
The lowest parts of the WHA lie close to sea level along the Nepean-Hawkesbury
River in the central east. Here the plateaus of the WHA fall to the western margins of
the Cumberland Plain in Sydney’s west. Another lowland section lies along the southern
margin of the Hunter Valley in the north. The highest elevation occurs at the Boyd
Plateau in the south-west which reaches 1334 metres altitude. Other highland parts
include the Mount Werong plateau (1100 m), Newnes Plateau (up to 1180 m) and
peaks near the Great Divide in the central west and north-west (up to 1240 m).
The WHA occupies major parts of the catchments of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River
(and several major tributaries) and the Hunter River. Small parts of the area cross the
Great Divide and drain to the west, into the Abercrombie River in the south-west and
the Cudgegong River in the central west.
Climate
This diversity of topography creates a range of local climates. Most of the area has a
temperate maritime climate with prevailing weather from the east. Annual precipitation peaks at about 1500 mm around the 800 metre level on the central eastern
escarpment and falls away in all directions from there. For inland areas at low altitude
in the west and north, and some internal rainshadow areas, annual precipitation falls
to as low as 600 mm or 500 mm. Temperatures vary mainly according to altitude and
distance from the coast, with a range of about 10°C across the WHA on any given day
and also in mean annual minima and maxima.
Geology
The area falls entirely within the larger sedimentary structure of the Sydney Basin with
its Permian-Triassic sequence of rocks. Most of the WHA is made up of sub-horizontal
layers of Triassic quartz sandstone (Narrabeen and Hawkesbury units), with associated
infertile and often skeletal sandy soils. Layers of siltstone and shale within the predominantly sandstone strata, produce more enriched soils. The broadly level horizon of the
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sandstone tablelands is punctuated by higher peaks of remnant basalt, particularly in the
north-west. Numerous extinct explosive volcanic vents (diatremes) have eroded into
basins. These small areas of volcanic rocks generate the most fertile soils in the WHA
and have, along with the broader alluvial valleys, been the focus of human exploitation.
A large area of older basement rocks underlying the Sydney Basin is exposed in the
south-west of the WHA and in the central west. In the Coxs and Kowmung River
catchments, the upper Capertee catchment and parts of the Wollondilly catchment,
folded Silurian and Devonian metasediments, along with some igneous rocks, provide
a contrasting landscape to the dominant sandstone. Notable amongst the igneous
features are the granites of the Boyd Plateau/Kowmung and porphyry on the Bindook
Plateau. These basement rocks generally produce poor soils. Small lenses of limestone
are a particularly signiﬁcant component, producing the karst landscapes of Jenolan
Caves, Colong, Tuglow, Little Wombeyan and other sites.
A characteristic feature of the WHA landscapes is exposed rock. As well as the
prominent and extensive sandstone clifﬂines, rock outcrops and cliffs occur on the
other rock types due to the prevalent steep slopes. Rocky areas and narrow, cliff-lined
gorges are widespread features within very complex topography. The ‘pagoda’ terrain
and slot canyons of the western sandstone are important physiographic features with
strong visitor appeal.
Biology
The diversity of landscape on both a macro and a micro scale has helped to promote
the area’s rich biodiversity. Eucalypt-dominated, temperate vegetation communities of
open sclerophyll forest and woodland make up most of the WHA. They comprise 56 of
the more than 70 plant communities recognised for the WHA overall, and contain 100
eucalypt taxa, or 14% of the world’s total. The GBM is recognised as protecting the best
example of Australia’s characteristic eucalypt-dominated sclerophyll bushland, and as
a centre of evolution for the Eucalyptus genus. The region also exempliﬁes the evolutionary processes and factors that have affected eucalypts and eucalypt communities
through geological time, including climate change, landscape instability, competition,
niche diversity and ﬁre.
The WHA also protects small but very important areas of closed forest (rainforest),
heath and swamp. Temperate and subtropical rainforests are both represented. These
communities add signiﬁcantly to the total diversity of vegetation. At least 1500 vascular
plants have been recorded, of which 114 are endemic - including two globally signiﬁcant
conifers. The Wollemi pine (Wollemi nobilis) and dwarf pine (Microstrobos ﬁtzgeraldii)
are examples of the region’s relict Gondwanan ﬂora that is concentrated in the wet
communities and predates the emergence of eucalypt dominance in the vegetation
history of Australia.
The fauna is similarly rich, with at least 265 native bird species, 52 mammals, 62 reptiles,
30 amphibians and an estimated 4000 moths. Only one vertebrate is endemic: the Blue
Mountains Water Skink. The WHA protects about 180 species of rare or threatened
plants and animals.
Cultural history
Indigenous use of the area has been continuous for many thousands of years. Aboriginal
people see themselves as being of the country forever. Archaeological evidence of
Aboriginal occupation presently dates back at least 14,000 or 22,000 years (depending
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on the interpretation of the oldest dated sites). It is possible that Aborigines moved
into the highlands more extensively as they warmed at the end of the last glacial period.
Since then, the archaeological record shows that Aboriginal occupation has been
widespread, but focused on the more productive and fertile areas of the main valleys.
About 700 archaeological sites have been recorded in the central Blue Mountains area
alone, roughly in the area from the Coxs River to the Bells Line of Road, but without
a comprehensive survey this must be regarded as a fraction of what is there. Major
Aboriginal sites include occupation deposits, rock grooves, stone arrangements and art
sites with paintings, stencils, sketches and engravings. Some art sites are both extensive
and spectacular. Local Aboriginal people continue to be closely involved with their
country, carrying out traditional practices, ceremonies, educational and management
activities.
Following white exploration of the area, European use also focused on the fertile valleys
suitable for agriculture – mostly on the margins of the WHA and beyond. Settlers
ﬂowed steadily into these areas, leaving the vast, infertile wilderness core largely intact.
Some industries were pursued on a mostly small scale in the rougher country, including
logging for cedar then hardwood, localised grazing on patches of productive soil, water
storage and mining of oil shale, coal and some hard rock minerals.
Conservation
Early reserves, such as Jenolan Caves in 1866, were small and scattered until the
Greater Blue Mountains became the birthplace of the NSW bushwalking and conservation movement. The ﬁrst organised conservationists were attracted by the vastness of
the wilderness and its potential for large-scale protection. In the 1930s, Myles Dunphy
and the National Parks and Primitive Areas Council proposed a large Blue Mountains
National Park which took in most of today’s WHA, but it was to take many decades
of community effort before such a reservation was achieved. The ﬁrst stage of Blue
Mountains National Park was gazetted in 1959, followed by Kanangra-Boyd in 1969 and
Wollemi in 1979. More parks followed and there has been a steady stream of additions
to the established parks which continues today. The voluntary conservation movement
continues its activist role in the protection of the GBMWHA.
Recreation
Nature-based recreation is an important part of the history of the WHA, mainly
focused on the tourist attractions of the central Blue Mountains. Here the proximity
to Sydney combined with spectacular scenery and easy access on the western railway
and Great Western Highway led to the early development of facilities. The complex
network of walking tracks that is enjoyed today is of special signiﬁcance. It has been
developed over a period of more than a century.
More dispersed, car-based recreation occurs at many locations throughout the WHA,
with a range of facilities provided. Some of these sites and activities also have a long
history. Car touring, camping, picnicking, scenic viewing, walking, cave tours and nature
study are all popular. At the other end of the recreational spectrum, remote walking
away from tracks has been pursued since before Myles Dunphy began his personal
explorations. Today, the GBM is one of the most popular destinations in Australia for
a range of wilderness and adventure activities, including bushwalking, rockclimbing,
caving and canyoning. Other activities include cycling and horse-riding. A wide range of
activities is offered commercially, under licence from the NPWS.
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Access
Most visitors access the GBMWHA by road, with an emphasis on the Great Western
Highway and to a lesser extent Bells Line of Road in the central tourist precinct. The
Putty Road is a major arterial route dividing Wollemi NP and Yengo NP and the Hume
Highway provides access to Nattai NP.
Lesser regional road access routes which complete a circumnavigation of the property
include the St Albans-Wollombi-Broke road in the north-east, the Golden Highway
and Sandy Hollow-Bylong road in the north, Bylong Valley Way in the north-west,
the Castlereagh Highway and Jenolan Caves Road in the central west, the GoulburnOberon Road in the south-west and the Wombeyan Caves Road in the south. All these
main access roads have numerous variations and offshoots which provide access to
particular parts of the GBMWHA.
The main western railway provides public access to many parts of Blue Mountains NP
in the central Blue Mountains area and also to Gardens of Stone NP in conjunction with
public buses. Thirlmere Lakes NP and Nattai NP can be reached from the southern
railway. In general, rail access is used by bushwalkers and other independent travellers
who then travel by foot, bus or taxi to the WHA places they wish to visit.
The upper part of the central Blue Mountains (Mount Victoria-Blackheath-KatoombaLeura-Wentworth Falls) is the only precinct where rail is used by a signiﬁcant number
of visitors. From these train stations, travellers can walk to Blue Mountains NP and
easily access any required facilities such as accommodation and local transport. There is
potential for promoting and expanding low-impact access by rail.
Organised tour buses are another form of transport that is used by a signiﬁcant
proportion of visitors to the central Blue Mountains, mainly along the Great Western
Highway and to a lesser extent by Bells Line of Road and to Jenolan Caves.
The southern parts of Blue Mountains NP, northern Wollemi NP and Yengo NP are
generally remote from public transport.
Management issues
The main management priorities across the WHA as identiﬁed in reserve plans of
management include external catchment issues of erosion and water quality, introduced
species, ﬁre, visitor impacts, threatened species and cultural site protection. A strong
interpretation and visitor orientation program can directly assist with visitor issues and
indirectly help all other management by generating public support for strong protection.
Administrative and management arrangements
The NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service is a state agency within the Department
of Environment and Conservation under the environment ministry. The seven national
parks of the GBMWHA fall within the three NPWS geographical and administrative
subdivisions of Central Coast-Hunter Range Region (based at Gosford), Blue Mountains
Region (Katoomba) and Sydney South Region (Audley). These in turn all come within
the NPWS’ Central Directorate, but have a level of management autonomy. Each
region is further subdivided into areas which have responsibility for a given geographical
sector of the GBMWHA. There are seven such areas based at Gosford, Bulga, Mudgee,
Richmond, Blackheath, Oberon and Picton. Each area has additional responsibilities
beyond the GBMWHA.
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Management of the national parks is directed principally by the National Parks and
Wildlife Act (NPW Act), NPWS policy and plans of management for each reserve.
The latter are developed with public consultation, adopted by the Minister for the
Environment, legally binding and subject to occasional review. Adopted plans of
management are in force for ﬁve of the national parks and a draft plan is in preparation
for Gardens of Stone. Each of these plans speciﬁes strategies and actions for interpretation and visitor use.
The Wilderness Act applies to the four declared wilderness areas within the WHA:
Nattai, Kanangra-Boyd, Grose and Wollemi. Two further wilderness areas have been
assessed but not yet declared – Yengo and Murruin. Wilderness declaration places
a more protective management regime over national park, with the emphasis on
protecting and enhancing natural conditions. The NPW Act also provides potential
rights to indigenous owners, including co-management or joint management. A program
currently underway to explore and develop these rights may result in new management
structures.
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust is a body corporate established under the NPW Act
to manage Jenolan Caves and several other Karst Conservation Reserves. The Trust
reports directly to the Minister for the Environment and is subject to the control and
direction of the Minister. The Trust’s administration ofﬁce is in Bathurst Management
of Jenolan Caves Karst Conservation Reserve is directed by an adopted plan of
management under the NPW Act, comparable to a national park plan of management.
A new plan is currently in preparation.
A strategic plan of management for the GBMWHA is currently being prepared jointly
by NPWS and Environment Australia. This interpretation and visitor orientation plan
will inform those aspects of the strategic plan of management.
Obligations under the World Heritage Convention
As a signatory to the World Heritage Convention, Australia is obliged to identify,
protect and maintain its natural and cultural heritage of international signiﬁcance.
Australia is obliged to protect listed properties and promote their World heritage
values. Within Australia’s Federal system, these obligations are shared between the
Commonwealth Government and the relevant state government.
For the purposes of this plan, the key responsibility is to present and promote the
World Heritage values of the GBMWHA. This in turn supports the larger responsibility
of protecting the property.
Agency objectives
The provision of information about the GBMWHA is one of a range of management
tools available to protected area managers. In line with all other management actions,
it shares the common goal of protecting the ecological and cultural integrity of the area
now and into the future.
As with other management programs such as bushﬁre management or pest species
control, information can also be identiﬁed as a discrete program with its own speciﬁc
management objectives and outcomes. These are shaped by the broader overall
planning framework within which the program will operate. Agency planning documents
which express objectives of direct relevance to the GBMWHA include the following:
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jenolan Caves Reserve Plan of Management
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Corporate Plan
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Business and Marketing Plan (annual)
NPWS Central Directorate Strategic Plan
GBMWHA Communication Plan (2001)
Wollemi National Park Plan of Management (2001)
Blue Mountains NP Plan of Management (2001)
Kanangra-Boyd NP Plan of Management (2001)
Thirlmere Lakes NP Plan of Management (1997)
Nattai Reserves Plan of Management (2001 – includes Nattai NP)
Yengo NP & Parr SRA draft Plan of Management (2001 - no plan yet adopted)
Gardens of Stone NP draft Plan of Management (in preparation).
Special Areas Strategic Plan of Management (1999 – includes part of Warragamba
Catchment which is reserved as national park)
Strategic Plan for the GBMWHA (in preparation)
GBMWHA Aboriginal Co-management Project Strategic Plan 2003-2005.

This interpretation and visitor orientation plan has been developed to be consistent with
the objectives, policies, strategies and actions contained in the above planning documents.
The implementation of this plan will help to achieve the information and interpretation
requirements of these other plans.
Environment Australia (EA), as the Commonwealth agency with responsibility for World
Heritage matters, has an overall objective of protecting and presenting the GBMWHA.
EA’s role will be expressed in more detail in the coming strategic plan for the GBMWHA.
Indigenous interests
Indigenous language groups whose traditional country lies within the GBMWHA include
the Wanaruah, Darkinjung, Wiradjuri, Dharug, Gundungurra and Dharawal. These groups
are represented by a number of Aboriginal community organisations and traditional
owners. Parts of the GBMWHA are subject to native title claims. The area is also overlaid
with the administrative boundaries of several local Aboriginal land councils.
The NPWS has commenced a consultative process intended to lead towards comanagement of the seven national parks under the NPW Act. Aboriginal heritage consultative groups have also recently been established within the three NPWS administrative
regions covered by the GBMWHA.
The long history of indigenous occupation and attachment to the lands within the
GBMWHA were factors cited in support of its nomination under the World Heritage
Convention’s cultural criteria (a proposal which was subsequently not accepted). Aboriginal
interests were represented on the community steering committee for the World Heritage
nomination. Indigenous interest in the GBMWHA is an emerging issue of considerable and
growing importance. At this stage the primary themes of indigenous representatives as
stated in the Aboriginal Co-management Strategic Plan are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Conservation of Cultural Heritage Values
Development of Aboriginal Employment opportunities & training in the GBMWHA
Getting People Back on Country
Looking after Country
Developing Understanding and Support for Co-management of the GBMWHA
Development of Co-management Arrangements between NPWS and local
Aboriginal communities.
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Aboriginal groups also seek direct involvement in any interpretation of their culture and
heritage. With the key message of strong and ongoing Aboriginal connections to country,
the GBMWHA management agencies support these aims in both principle and practice,
and there is considerable activity in these areas of management. The key indigenous
issues related to interpretation and visitor orientation are the identiﬁcation of country,
promotion of Aboriginal connection, promotion of the living Aboriginal community and
their activities on Country, appropriate interpretation of Aboriginal heritage and places
of Aboriginal signiﬁcance and Aboriginal involvement in all of these activities.
Visitor characteristics and needs
Visitors to the GBMWHA cover a very wide spectrum and vary in their distribution
across the property. For instance, the central Blue Mountains tourist precincts receive
very high numbers of visitors (about two million a year), including a high proportion of
internationals and people of non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB), whereas many
other sites in the rest of the WHA receive low numbers (several thousand or less a year)
of predominantly local and intrastate visitors.
Many day-trippers to the central Blue Mountains do not even enter the WHA (although
they may brieﬂy visit Echo Point on the edge of the WHA), or if they do enter, spend less
than an hour there taking in the view or a picnic. Other committed nature enthusiasts
may ﬁll in several days visiting a number of WHA sites or a whole day down a canyon.
Keen bushwalkers might spend a week in the wilderness and return again regularly. Interpretation and visitor orientation programs must take account of this enormous diversity
of activity and interest level, by providing something for everyone. This implies a variety
of media and a range in depth of information.
A frequently quoted visitor need is for ‘good maps’, which can be more broadly
interpreted to mean good orientation material. All visitors want to be able to work
out where to go and what to do to meet their needs, to get there easily and to enjoy
themselves safely. More detailed interpretive information is a lower priority for most
visitors, and the level to which they want to get into it varies widely. However from a
management perspective interpretation is a critical activity. Luckily both orientation and
interpretive information are easily integrated to meet the priorities of both visitors and
management.
Community characteristics and needs
In terms of direct boundary neighbours, the GBMWHA joins a variety of suburban
backyards, large rural properties and bushland managed by other agencies (eg. State
Forests, local government). Many hundreds to thousands of rural and suburban
properties are involved.
However communities of direct relevance to the GBMWHA are wider than this, taking
in everyone who lives in close proximity or who has a sense of involvement with the
area. Communities in close proximity include a combination of urban/suburban centres
such as Penrith, Blue Mountains City, Mittagong, Singleton and Lithgow, the more
dispersed small town/rural communities which make up the remainder and a number of
indigenous communities with a special interest in the area.
These communities cover a wide range of socio-economic levels and degree of interest
in the WHA and conservation/tourism issues. People in these communities will therefore
respond in different ways to attempts to inform them or engage their attitudes. This
implies a range of styles and methods of communication will be required. Those with
only peripheral interest in the WHA may respond best to issues to which they feel some
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connection. For rural people this may mean topics such as the management of ﬁre
or feral animals. For business people, this may mean issues associated with visitor use
(tourism). Because many people in local communities may rarely, if ever, visit the WHA,
information provided for visitors may not reach them. Normal community channels are
the most effective means of reaching local communities. Local media will be particularly
effective, but should also be combined with involvement with local organisations and
personal networking. The WHA management agencies of course already operate in
these ways.
The wider community includes Sydney as a major component and, especially with
World Heritage status, a spectrum of visitors and others from across Australia and
the globe. The WHA is now a citizen of the world. The further removed from the
property itself, though, the less important communities become in terms of being able
to impact on the long-term protection of the area. Interpretation should encourage
the commitment and voluntary effort of citizens, particularly from local and metropolitan communities to protect the WHA.
In some ways, the wider GBM community does not need information and orientation
as much as the management agencies need to give it to them. Community members
have a critical role to play in both supporting the protection of the WHA, and in
communicating what they know about it to friends and relatives. For many community
individuals, such as workers in the tourism, travel and accommodation industries, this
role is an integral part of their daily lives.
Other agencies and groups
A number of other agencies and groups have direct interest in interpretation and
visitor information programs for the WHA. These include Sydney Catchment Authority
(SCA), local government, State Forests, tourism bodies, tourism operators and conservation groups.
SCA has statutory responsibilities for the protection of catchments, water quality,
ecological integrity and cultural values within the Warragamba Special Area
(catchment) which underlies parts of Blue Mountains, Kanangra-Boyd and Nattai
National Parks. These responsibilities are largely consistent with national park
objectives and are met through a formal joint management arrangement with NPWS.
Special Area status brings with it some issues to do with control of public access which
are additional to normal national park requirements.
State Forests manage large state forest areas adjoining the WHA in the Putty, Newnes
Plateau, Mount Werong, Jenolan Caves and Mount Coricudgy precincts. They have an
interest in integrated land management and visitor access, information and facilities.
Local governments have a number of responsibilities with a nexus to WHA
management. Council-managed community lands are often bushland reserves which
adjoin or lie close to the WHA boundary, requiring an integrated approach to issues
such as ﬁre, weed control and visitor management and information. Local government
also has responsibility for the provision of community recreation facilities and the
management of industry. Councils are usually closely involved in tourism management
and promotion. Blue Mountains City Council has a special role, being surrounded by
the WHA and the host for the majority of WHA visitors.
Several councils and nearly all local tourism representative bodies are actively engaged
in using the WHA to promote tourism, and even migration, to their regions. Blue
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Mountains City Council is the most forward in this, with its ‘City Within a World Heritage
National Park’ theme, but Hawkesbury and Penrith councils are also active. Tourism is a
critical issue for Blue Mountains LGA, where it is recognised as the only signiﬁcant local
industry. Greater Lithgow, Oberon, Rylstone and other LGAs are becoming increasingly
interested in the economic beneﬁts of the WHA.
Tourism operators (tours, accommodation, travel, etc) generally have a well-deﬁned
interest in any program that might affect their business, either positively or negatively.
Because any action that increases one area of business may decrease it elsewhere, some
operators might perceive certain programs proposed in this plan negatively. However,
the total impact can only be positive. Some operators, especially larger ones and
some speciﬁc businesses, will have an important role in helping to achieve some of the
outcomes of this plan. This is especially so for local ‘ﬂagship’ type operations which have
a close nexus with the WHA. For instance, Mount Tomah Botanic Garden will be integral
to any strategy for the Bell Road precinct and new Bilpin Visitor Centre. Mount Tomah
is a major centre for interpreting the plant diversity of the WHA, while Taronga Zoo’s
Wollemi exhibit focusses on the fauna of the area. There is considerable potential for the
development of similar partnerships.
Tourism organisations and operators have demonstrated intense interest in using
GBMWHA information and materials as they become available. They are waiting for
guidance and consistency in how to present the WHA. Conservation groups both local
and peak were integral to the campaign for World Heritage listing of the GBM and have
adopted a ‘watchdog’ role on the management of the area. They can be expected to be
highly supportive of efforts to promote the values of the area and very wary of attempts
to promote increased tourism and increased visitation.
Economic interests
A combination of agency, community and industry elements represent economic interest
in the GBMWHA. These have largely been covered above, but a few additional points can
be emphasised.
Many people perceive that the progressive reservation of lands for national parks, increasingly protective management (eg. wilderness declarations, closure of vehicle access) and
World Heritage listing have had a negative impact on the economic potential of their
district. In some cases this is directly related to closure of coal-mining, timber-getting
and other development options. It may also be related to restriction of recreational, or
lifestyle, options.
These views exist in every community local to the WHA, but they vary in prominence.
The special challenge presented in interpreting the WHA is not to confront these views
but to seek to emphasise the important values of the WHA and its economic and recreational positives. Now that the WHA’s existence is a given, there is little doubt that local
economic beneﬁts will continue to grow along with appreciation of the area’s protection.
This has been the experience in other Australian World Heritage areas.
There is also the challenge of ensuring that amongst the outcomes of this plan are some
that will reinforce regional economic beneﬁts. Such outcomes might include commercial
products which can be sold by local businesses, strategies that increase local visitation, the
provision of new facilities and the encouragement of more guided activities.
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Factors affecting achievability
Financial and human resources
Financial resources for implementing any interpretation plan for the GBMWHA will always
be limited. In this context it is not useful to propose unrealistic levels of expenditure or
a schedule which is too rapid. The actions proposed in this plan are considered to be
achievable and close to the minimum necessary to fulﬁl the objectives of the project brief.
Successful implementation of this plan relies upon support from within the management
agencies — both to seek or supply the necessary funding and to do the work in carrying
out the actions. Competing priorities for time and resources in protected area management
mean that a lower priority is often placed on information and interpretation functions
which may pay no immediate conservation dividends, even though the eventual outcome
is conservation oriented. However in the long term, public support for the ongoing
protection of the GBMWHA will depend upon how much it is valued by the community in
both emotional and economic terms. A high quality and effective information and interpretation program is fundamental to generating that support. Successful interpretation can also
promote positive visitor behaviour and help reduce maintenance and regulatory costs.
Presentation and promotion of the property’s World Heritage values is an obligation under
the World Heritage Convention, for which the Commonwealth has a level of responsibility.
Presentation is therefore a function with the potential to secure funding from beyond the
state government sphere. Future program funding can be augmented by the production
of saleable products which provide an income ﬂow whilst achieving interpretive and
promotional ends. It is anticipated that the funding necessary to implement this plan will
come from a mix of Commonwealth grants, state agency funds and local revenue.
Administration
The completion of some of the proposals in this plan (eg. progressive upgrade of signage)
requires an ongoing commitment over an extended period of time, and across a number
of administrative divisions. NPWS funding for interpretation and information is currently
subject to individual allocation by each administrative region, of which there are three
within the GBMWHA, rather than being provided globally across the seven national parks.
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust is a separate self-funding body, reliant on income generated by
Trust products and activities.
Successful implementation therefore relies upon the commitment of at least four individual
managers to the interpretive/information function and to the plan. This presents a risk that
the plan will be inconsistently applied across the property, and the potential for those areas
with the most demand to receive the lion’s share of interpretive improvements. Continued
inconsistent quality of presentation is an undesirable future for the GBMWHA and would
undermine key objectives of this plan.
Project funding currently available is sufﬁcient to generate products to form a solid
foundation upon which the rest of the plan outcomes can be built. Continued global
funding would help to ensure the plan is implemented in an orderly and equitable manner.
Accountability
There is the related issue of which position or group will carry responsibility for implementation of an adopted plan. If the objective of achieving consistent improvement and quality
of visitor orientation and interpretation across the property is to be realised, then clear
accountability is essential.
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4. VALUES TO BE COMMUNICATED
The GBMWHA possesses a number of property-wide heritage values that should be
presented with some consistency across the whole WHA. These include those values now
speciﬁcally recognised under the World Heritage Convention. Individual reserves, parts of
the area and speciﬁc sites will possess additional localised values which can be presented
locally.
Recognised World Heritage Values
Under the criteria of the World Heritage Convention, the Greater Blue Mountains reserve
system has been recognised as being of outstanding universal value to humanity because it
represents:
•

an outstanding example of Australia’s characteristic sclerophyll ecosystems
dominated by eucalypts,

•

a signiﬁcant representation of Australia’s biodiversity, and

•

the habitat of a number of globally-important threatened species.

The recognition of these biological values depended in part upon Australia’s status as a
large and isolated landmass with high levels of diversity and endemicity. Australia therefore
represents a signiﬁcant proportion of global biodiversity and its dominant ecosystems cover
a signiﬁcant proportion of the Earth’s land surface.
The success of the World Heritage nomination also depended upon the area’s integrity
– the largely undamaged condition of its ecosystems and the strength of its conservation
management. This is evidenced by 67% of the area being either declared or assessed as
wilderness – including the Wollemi Wilderness which is the largest in NSW.
The GBMWHA has additional value as one of a suite of World Heritage properties
protecting a variety of important and distinctive Australian landscapes and ecosystems.
The World Heritage values of the GBMWHA are technical and difﬁcult to articulate in
simple terms. Nevertheless, effective promotion of the World Heritage identity of the
GBM demands that these very important concepts are consistently communicated in a
readily understandable and engaging form. A standardised, stand-alone ‘values statement’
that expands upon the prime value of eucalypt-dominated ecosystems would assist in this
process. This is a draft attempt at such a statement:
Many important natural and cultural values are protected in the conservation
reserves of the Greater Blue Mountains. Several of the region’s natural values have
been recognised under the World Heritage Convention as being of outstanding
universal signiﬁcance. Principle among these is the area’s representation of globally
important eucalypt-dominated ecosystems, but the recognised World Heritage
values are wider in scope this.
The Greater Blue Mountains area protects a signiﬁcant proportion of Australia’s
unique and globally important biodiversity. The area’s eucalypt-dominated forest
communities are the most diverse and intact scleromorphic (hard-leaved) forests
in the Earth’s temperate zone. The area’s ecosystems demonstrate the continuing
natural processes, especially a drying climate, that have changed Australia’s
vegetation over millions of years.
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The Greater Blue Mountains has the best representation of the eucalyptdominated ecosystems that dominate large parts of the Australian continent,
bridging the gap between rainforest and arid environments. The more recent
scleromorphic vegetation exists beside important ancient species (such as the
Wollemi pine) surviving from wetter Gondwanan times.
The eucalypt-dominated ecosystems are of exceptional variety, in part due to the
area’s complex and infertile landscape. The area has the greatest concentration
of eucalypt diversity on the continent, with 91 different types (13% of the world
total), and is of great importance to the evolution of Eucalyptus.
The diverse ecosystems include outstanding plant diversity (10% of Australia’s
higher plants) and a wide variety of animals, particularly invertebrates. A very
large number of endemic, relict, restricted, rare and threatened species survive
here, including 127 rare or threatened plants and 52 rare or threatened animals.
The Greater Blue Mountains complements other Australian World Heritage areas
which together represent a wide suite of the continent’s distinctive ecosystems.
The area’s large size (10,000 square kilometres), mostly wilderness condition
and strong protective management create a basis for long-term conservation of
biodiversity.
Other Values
Two additional and connected values of the GBM were nominated as being of
outstanding universal value under World Heritage criteria:
•

the aesthetic beauty of the landscape as perceived by humans;

•

changing human attachments to the landscape in its natural condition over at
least 12,000 years – from the earliest Aboriginal occupation to contemporary
communities. The Aboriginal connection is of particular signiﬁcance due to its
longevity and continuity. Past Aboriginal management may also have inﬂuenced the
area’s biology hence the recognised World Heritage values.

The World Heritage Committee accepted the national importance of these values but
declined to recognise them as globally signiﬁcant.
Another important value is related to the origin and evolution of the dissected sandstone
plateau, and its association with plate tectonics.
These and other important values of the GBMWHA can be listed as follows:
•

largest integrated system of protected areas in NSW, representing outstanding
opportunities for the conservation of natural communities and processes;

•

largest wilderness areas in eastern Australia between Cape York Peninsula and
Tasmania;

•

one of the largest protected forest areas in Australia;

•

diversity of landscapes and geological features;

•

diversity of plant and animal communities;

•

extensive dissected sandstone plateau representing ongoing geological processes;

•

ancient karst landscapes with extensive cave systems;
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•

an ancient freshwater lake system with origins associated with the formation of
the Blue Mountains plateau;

•

large number of rare, threatened and restricted plants and animals;

•

many clean catchments and high water quality streams;

•

at least 14,000 years of Aboriginal connection;

•

a large body of Aboriginal rock art, archaeological sites and spiritual places;

•

aesthetic values demonstrated by a large body of contemporary art inspired by
the landscape (visual art, performing art, literature, etc);

•

a long history of human attachment and care for the landscape, including modern
community action for protection leading to World Heritage status;

•

many sites demonstrating themes of post-1788 human use;

•

extensive opportunities for education and scientiﬁc research;

•

recreation opportunities covering the full outdoor spectrum from developed to
remote wilderness;

•

economic value to the local and wider communities.

It is important to recognise the inter-relationship of all major values of the GBMWHA.
For instance, the story of Aboriginal occupation and use is connected to existing levels
of biodiversity, and recreational values have supported artistic production and the
conservation story. Many other values contribute to the speciﬁc World Heritage values.
The property’s values are best communicated in a landscape approach which reﬂects
this reality, integrating Aboriginal and historic heritage with nature and wilderness and
recognising connections with adjoining lands and human communities.
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5. TARGET AUDIENCES FOR
INTERPRETATION AND ORIENTATION
The total target audience (or market) includes anyone who is seeking information on
the WHA, and anyone to whom the management agencies wish to supply information
(because to do so will assist in managing and protecting the WHA). Visitors and local
communities are the largest audiences and in many ways the most important. Other
critical sectors include the staff of agencies and local government, elected representatives, community groups, tourism and service providers and schools and other
education providers. Many interpretation and information programs and materials will
effectively service a number of these sectors, but some may need a more targeted
approach.
Visitors
Visitors to the GBMWHA can be categorised in a number of ways, but only a few of
these are useful for the purposes of this plan. Broad consideration is adequate. Precise
statistical data is neither readily available nor signiﬁcantly more useful. The most relevant
characteristics of visitors are:
•
their number and distribution;
•
where they come from;
•
how they are travelling;
•
why they are visiting;
•
activities they are undertaking:
•
level of existing knowledge and interest in learning about the GBMWHA;
•
means by which they will be most receptive to further information and
engagement.
Many information/interpretation materials and programs will be equally well received
by a wide variety of visitors, but some sectors will access the material in different ways.
Other visitors have special needs which may require special attention, including the
disabled, those who do not speak English, children and students.
For information and interpretation, non English speaking visitors are a particular
challenge. It will not be easy to accommodate all the needs of such visitors due to
the range of languages involved and cost factors. Priority areas should include World
Heritage identity (which can be addressed by a logo), World Heritage values (perhaps
by production of a basic leaﬂet in a range of languages) and safety information (already
being addressed through the use of international symbol signs).
The central Blue Mountains tourism precinct (including Glenbrook, Jenolan Caves and
the Bell Road) receives a very high proportion of total visitors to the WHA – perhaps
as high as 90%. The next level down includes some areas on the periphery of the
central tourism precinct, such as Kanangra Walls, Newnes Plateau/Wolgan Valley and
south-eastern Wollemi (including Wheeny Creek) as well as the stand-alone sites of
Thirlmere Lakes and Dunns Swamp which have water attractions. The third level takes
in the remainder of the WHA which receives low level, dispersed visitation, including
Yengo, Nattai, southern Blue Mountains NP and northern Wollemi.
The majority of visitors to most parts of the WHA travel by private vehicle. Only in
the central Blue Mountains precinct is this dominance challenged by bus tours and to a
much smaller extent by rail. On some days, several hundred tour buses will travel to the
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central Blue Mountains, most of them visiting Echo Point and a few other hotspots such
as Wentworth Falls, Jenolan Caves and Govetts Leap.
Visitors travelling as part of an organised tour will have slightly different needs from
those travelling outside the organised network (often called ‘free and independent
travellers’ or FITs). In particular, FITs will seek out their own information whereas guided
visitors will have most of it supplied. Visitors undertake a wide range of activities once
within the WHA. Car touring, sightseeing, bushwalking and picnicking are perhaps
the most popular. Other activities include cycling, photography, canyoning, camping,
rockclimbing and nature study. The activities pursued will determine how information
is accessed and also the amount of time spent in precincts either with or without
accessible information.
Where visitors come from – local or international, Japan or Germany – will have some
bearing on how they ﬁnd their pre-visit information, but is less important than how
they are travelling and where they have been before they reach the WHA. The fact
that Sydney is the portal through which the majority of both international and domestic
visitors access the GBM conﬁrms the importance of Sydney information providers as a
recipient of orientation and interpretation.
It is well understood that most visitors are travelling for enjoyment and experience
– even if these motivations may be minor for some people, such as those attending
conferences. This motivation provides a head start to efforts to inform and inﬂuence
visitors. Learning as a purpose will vary in importance from person to person, but is a
primary aim for students and some other specialised groups. For all visitors, motivation
and existing levels of education, experience, knowledge and understanding will inﬂuence
their capacity to learn about the GBM environment. Available research on visitor
characteristics (from an interpretive perspective) is very limited and there is a need for
further visitor survey to inform interpretive strategies and programs.
Communities, agencies and special groups
The same materials and programs produced for visitors will meet some of the needs
of local communities, especially for those who have an interest in or wish to visit
the WHA. For those who have little interest in the WHA, information needs to be
provided in a way that is easy to access and which engages other interests. Local media
has a crucial role to play in reaching communities.
Unless they have a personal interest, agency staff, local government staff and elected
representatives will have little time to devote to learning about the WHA. They need
to be targeted with very speciﬁc and concise materials that will convey essentials as
efﬁciently as possible. For these audiences, personal presentation backed up by concise
written material will often be most effective. The same approach will apply equally to
tourism providers and organisations, including the staff of WHA management agencies.
With these groups there is the potential advantage of mandatory learning as part of
their employee responsibilities. There is a particular need to encourage the ongoing
development of people involved in delivering information and interpretation to others.
Communicating with special groups such as community organisations, conservation groups and education providers can largely be achieved along with the visitor or
community audiences. The wider education audience for the GBM is enormous because
of the proximity to six million people in Wollongong-Sydney-Newcastle. A more
specialised, targeted program is required to meet the potential of this market.
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6. EXISTING INFORMATION,
INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION
PRODUCTS AND PROGRAMS (as at Dec 2002)
Print publications
A variety of published material is available for each of the component GBMWHA
reserves, provided by both agencies and the private sector, but only one introductory
level publication (from Environment Australia) covers the property as a whole. The
range of material for any reserve generally reﬂects the size of the market. Thus there
is a wide variety of publications available for Blue Mountains National Park, compared
with the few which cover the less visited Yengo and Nattai National Parks.
The NPWS Guide to NSW National Parks is a free, full-colour A4 booklet that gives
concise information on each reserve. Separate free ‘lead-park’ brochures are available
for each of the national parks within the GBMWHA. They are intended to provide
basic pre-visit heritage, access and recreational information together with a simple map.
Currently available brochures are all black-and-white, folded A3 with origins ranging
from 1992 (Yengo) to April 2002 (Blue Mountains and Kanangra-Boyd). The most
recent brochures show improved print quality from the earlier versions and include a
GBMWHA statement.
The brochures for the GBMWHA reserves stand in contrast to the full-colour and
much more detailed A2 brochures (some of which are saleable) produced in 2000
under the ‘Sydney City of National Parks’ program for Royal and Ku-ring-gai Chase
National Parks, and a similar A3 brochure for Blue Mountains. Parks of the nearby
Central West also now have full-colour free brochures.
A free, full-colour DL promotional ﬂyer is available for Jenolan Caves. More detailed
information on cave tours and other activities is provided in a full-colour saleable
brochure.
NPWS site brochures are available for three locations within the GBMWHA. Dunns
Swamp within Wollemi National Park has a free, black-and-white, A3 leaﬂet in the same
style as the lead-park series with heritage, camping and walking information. KanangraBoyd and Newnes/Glow Worm Tunnel in Wollemi are provided with detailed A5
booklets as part of the Blue Mountains Region saleable booklet series (see below).
NPWS walking track brochures are only available for the popular precincts of Blue
Mountains Region. The series includes nine A5, monochrome, saleable booklets ranging
in size from 12 to 24 pages and in cover price from $2.20 to $4.35. This is a quality
series which satisﬁes a public need for good walking information and maps at reasonable
prices, conveys important heritage and management information and is ﬁnancially selfsustaining. The most recent revision of the booklet includes a fold out colour map.
The Blue Mountains of Australia is a joint-venture publication between the NPWS and a
private publisher. The full-colour, A4 booklet serves as a pictorial tourist souvenir whilst
providing a detailed guide to ﬁve key walks in Blue Mountains National Park and some
additional detail on natural and cultural heritage. It sells for $9.95. Published in 1992, it is
in need of revision.
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There is also a two-colour, A3 brochure on the Fairfax Heritage Track at Blackheath
within Blue Mountains National Park for sale at 55 cents. The Department of Land and
Water Conservation produces a full-colour folded A2 brochure on the Six Foot Track
(adjoining Kanangra-Boyd National Park) which sells for $3.30.
Tourist maps produced for sale by the Land Information Centre cover much of the
GBMWHA in some detail. The Wollemi National Park Tourist Map includes Gardens
of Stone and Yengo National Parks, and the Blue Mountains and Environs Tourist Map
also covers Kanangra-Boyd and Nattai National Parks and Jenolan Karst Conservation
Reserve.
The Greater Blue Mountains Area is a free, full-colour, three fold A4 brochure produced
by Environment Australia as one of a series covering Australian World Heritage
properties. It gives general information on the values of the GBMWHA, further reading
and contacts and a list of all Australian properties. Although general in nature, this is the
best publicly available, printed statement on the GBMWHA as a whole.
The GBMWHA lacks the type of detailed publication available for many other NSW
parks of much lower visitation and public interest, such as the NPWS guidebook series.
A large number of private publications include some information on parts of the
GBMWHA, but only a few cover all or most of the constituent reserves. The most
comprehensive is Gregory’s National Parks of NSW. The Australian Geographic Book of
the Blue Mountains covers the more popular parks in some detail, excluding Yengo
and Nattai, and includes a quality map of the region. Blue Mountains for World Heritage
(Mosley) published by the Colong Foundation in 1999 is a detailed and essential
reference.
Numerous other privately published maps, books and tourist publications include or
touch upon parts of the GBMWHA, but only the central Blue Mountains area is well
served with a variety of such material.
Outdoor orientation, directional and interpretive signage and indoor
displays
Directional signage related to the GBMWHA ranges from large standard highway signs
indicating key locations to small signs and markers along walking tracks. None currently
include reference to the WHA.
A series of orientation signs are in place along the existing touring route (the Grand
Circular Drive) running up the Great Western Highway to Jenolan Caves and back along
the Bells Line of Road.
Directional signs on walking tracks are almost exclusively the standard verbal signs
of routed timber. The reliability of their presence and their condition vary across the
WHA.
A large number of outdoor orientation/interpretive signs and displays exist across the
property. They cover a very wide range of sizes, materials and content. The central Blue
Mountains has many trackhead displays from single panels to multiple-panel shelters and
several walking tracks with interpretive panels. All are monochrome photometal.
Outside this central area, there are no interpreted walking tracks, but multi-panel
displays exist at Mogo Camping Area, Finchley Trig and Finchley Camping Area in Yengo,
Garland Valley on the Putty Road, Ilford, Bylong, Lees Pinch and Dunns Swamp around
the western side of Wollemi, Newnes in south-west Wollemi and Kanangra Walls Road,
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Kanangra Walls and Mount Werong in the south-west of the WHA. New (temporary)
displays are in preparation for Wollondilly Lookout, Starlight’s trackhead, Thirlmere
Lakes and Burragorang Lookout in the Nattai area. These displays are mostly in colour
and include up to 12 panels and World Heritage information.
Indoor displays embracing a wide range of scales and quality exist at the following
NPWS facilities: the Heritage Centre at Govetts Leap, Glenbrook ofﬁce (external wall),
Bulga, Mudgee and Oberon ofﬁces (internal). Displays are also in the tourist information
ofﬁces at Rylstone, Merriwa, Mudgee and Coolah.
Only very recent orientation/interpretive panels and displays are known to include
World Heritage material. There is enormous potential to improve the geographic
imbalances in the current situation whilst establishing consistency of quality and content.
A number of potential additional sites exist.
Internet
Three agency-supported websites currently provide information on the GBMWHA.
These are the NPWS, Environment Australia and UNESCO websites. All three sites
are mutually linked. Many other sites with different primary objectives, including those
supported by tourism and non-government conservation interests, provide reference
to the area.
The NPWS website (www.npws.nsw.gov.au) includes a brief introduction to the World
Heritage values of the Greater Blue Mountains, within the section on Blue Mountains
National Park. All other information on access, recreation and heritage is placed
within the park-based sections. For Blue Mountains National Park the data on natural
and cultural heritage is the most detailed available in any NPWS product. The other
reserves have only very basic information, comparable to that in the Guide to NSW
National Parks and inferior to the lead-park brochures. The other parks are not linked
to the section describing the GBMWHA.
The Environment Australia website (www.ea.gov.au) includes a strong section on
World Heritage globally and within Australia, a brief narrative description (slightly over
one typed page) of the GBMWHA and a detailed but technically-oriented explanation
of World Heritage values of the Greater Blue Mountains in table form.
The UNESCO website (www.unesco.org.nwhc)provides comprehensive information on
the World Heritage Convention, criteria and some information on all sites around the
globe. The GBMWHA entry includes a brief (half page) justiﬁcation and description of
the property and a detailed (seven page) ‘Natural Site Data Sheet’ which only contains
data on Blue Mountains National Park.
The Jenolan Caves website (www.jenolancaves.org.au) presently contains no reference
to World Heritage status or values.
Personal contact
Personal delivery is recognised as an extremely effective way of communicating
information and messages. For the agencies, the NPWS Discovery program, visitor
centre staff and guided cave activities have this role. In the central Blue Mountains,
Discovery provides a major program for both casual visitors and organised groups.
Programs are lower-key and occasional in other locations.
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NPWS staff with the speciﬁc function of public contact are available at the Heritage Centre
at Govetts Leap (364 days a year), the Glenbrook entrance to Blue Mountains NP on
weekends and holidays and the Bulga, Richmond, Oberon and Mudgee ofﬁces during the
week. Casual contact also occurs with staff in the ﬁeld and at other NPWS business ofﬁces.
Guided cave activities and public contact staff are provided at Jenolan Caves 365 days
a year. With its high level of visitation (220,000 per annum), Jenolan Caves is the prime
agency public contact point in the WHA.
All agency public contact services are currently of high quality. There is room for improving
the World Heritage content and consistency of messages through further staff training.
Non-agency public contact is on a much larger scale. Local tourist information centres and
tourism operators (tours, transport, accommodation, etc) communicate with thousands of
visitors every day across the WHA. There is enormous potential for harnessing this communicative power to deliver WHA information and messages and to improve consistency.
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7. STRATEGIC RESPONSES TO CHALLENGES
IN PRESENTING THE GREATER BLUE
MOUNTAINS
In approaching the provision of information about the GBMWHA, it is valuable to take
a step back at the outset and examine some crucial aspects of the WHA operating
environment.
The WHA is in effect the ‘new kid on the block’. It has just arrived on the scene and is
about to start ﬁghting for its share of attention. This is not necessarily good news for all of
the existing stakeholders involved in marketing and providing services for visitors to the
Greater Blue Mountains region. The region has now been ﬁrmly moved from a regional /
national to a national / international stage. The lights are brighter, there’s more people in
the audience but the spotlight might not shine in quite the same places it did before World
Heritage listing.
Competing interests
This highlights a key point which needs to be emphasised to all stakeholders at the outset:
the establishment of the WHA presents a challenge as well as an opportunity. It should
not be assumed that the establishment of the WHA will solve any problems for anyone.
It may help agencies, local governments or private operators achieve their objectives, it
may make no difference, or it may even hinder them (for example as a result of increased
competition).
In this context it is important that the promotion of the WHA be done in such a way as to
complement existing interests rather than to compete directly with them. The WHA is in
effect the stage upon which the story of the GBM now needs to be played out. It is not the
spotlight artist. The WHA provides the overall context against which the speciﬁc stories of
the mountains can be told. It is a backdrop - a background element to the overall presentation of the mountains.
Strategic response:
•

present the GBMWHA identity in a background way that complements existing interests.

Issues of equity and identiﬁcation
In line with this approach it is obvious that one of the key issues facing the presentation
of the GBM is that of equity. All stakeholders across the entirety of the WHA need to be
able to connect with the World Heritage ‘product’. Ideally the WHA would function like a
co-operative where individual stakeholders each have a sense of connection to a greater
whole. In this environment, the challenge thus becomes one of fostering this sense of
connection, responsibilities and custodianship amongst the direct stakeholders with either a
ﬁnancial or statutory interest in the property as well as amongst the general public.
One of the most signiﬁcant equity issues facing the GBMWHA is ironically to be found
within its very name. Over several generations now, the title of Blue Mountains has become
inextricably linked with the central ridgeline along which the Great Western Highway runs
and from where people can easily access much of the iconic scenery for which the region
is famous. While the name Greater Blue Mountains has long been applied to the broader
sweep of mountain country around the Sydney Basin (since Myles Dunphy’s original park
proposals), it has never taken popular hold in the public domain. The name Blue Mountains
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is in effect well and truly taken by one portion of the GBMWHA. This is both a confusing
situation as well as a problem for many would-be stakeholders.
Another equity issue facing the GBMWHA is the fact that it is not the only new ‘brand’
attempting to establish its credentials across the mountains landscape. Other ways of
referring to the landscape include the long overdue development of identifying land in the
context of its traditional Aboriginal owners. You can now drive past signs in the mountains
which identify, for example, that ‘You are now travelling through Wiradjuri Country’ (in
the case of one sign near Mount Victoria). Indigenous identiﬁcation is an objective entirely
compatible with the other values of the GBMWHA, and one which should ideally be incorporated in the WHA identity.
These considerations highlight several fundamental challenges which must be addressed
at the outset of any information plan. In effect the question is can we as a community
establish a common platform upon which everyone can feel a sense of connection to and
identity with the mountains without compromising existing legitimate interests? Does such
a solution exist? If so it must form the basis upon which all other matters relating to this
information plan are predicated and it needs to be addressed as a priority at the outset.
Strategic responses:
•

establish an identity for the GBMWHA which maximises the potential for all communities
to feel a sense of connection and responsibility;

•

establish an identity for the GBMWHA which includes acknowledgement of Aboriginal
country and promotion of Aboriginal connection.

Cross-referencing natural and indigenous cultural values
It’s an exciting time for the overall recognition of Aboriginal cultural associations within the
GBM region. A substantial body of liaison work is now underway in support of additional world
heritage nominations which may result in recognition of cultural values in the region’s World
Heritage listing at some point in the future.
Alongside this work, the investigation and presentation to the public arena of rock art sites
in Wollemi National Park is generating a large amount of media interest in the area not seen
since the discovery of the Wollemi pine. The NPWS is pursuing in consultation with indigenous
communities, co-management of the WHA and a wide range of associated programs. These
three developments are part of a groundswell which is in the process of redeﬁning the
reference points we use to relate to vast natural areas such as Wollemi and more generally to
the GBM.
For generations now the natural attributes of the GBM have helped provide its iconic quality. It
is only over the last four decades that indigenous cultural links with natural areas have gradually
come to be recognised in as equally important and valid paradigms through which to appreciate
a bushland area. Accordingly it is true to say that the challenge of how to communicate this
parallel paradigm via interpretation programs is still in its infancy. Basically its much simpler
when there’s just a single paradigm in play – when the various values can be simply bundled
together in the same box and presented under a single value system. Under such an approach,
Aboriginal values can easily become just another dot point on the overall list of heritage assets.
Displays within an exhibition for example are inevitably bound to the industrialised scientiﬁc
context that underpins them. This involves a process of ‘commodifying’ objects and ideas
whereby they are can be isolated out from their environment and dealt with as an independent
‘thing’. This is not a process one typically associates with indigenous culture. Hence any mention
of Aboriginal values within such a construct – no matter how carefully or creatively done – must
inevitably be coloured by this underlying tension.
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Recognition of this fact is of course widespread and it has long been accepted practice that
Aboriginal people are the custodians of their culture and in the best position to share this in so
far as they wish to do so with the general public.
This is not to say however that we should not look at Aboriginal values from a non indigenous
viewpoint, simply that we should be aware of the underlying assumptions when we do this and
be sure to balance this approach as far as possible.
Having two prisms – the indigenous and non indigenous – through which to view a given region
however involves a challenge to the visitor to bring them both into focus. In this situation
the fundamental responsibility for interpretation programs is to make people aware of the
coexistence of the two viewpoints and to provide as many cross reference points as possible.
It’s not a case of presenting people with the ‘solution’ but rather assisting them to put together
their own perspectives. Where can these cross reference points be found? Are there points of
overlap common to both viewpoints? On the whole there is little common ground between
the narratives each viewpoint uses to explain its reading of the overall landscape. Very few if any
elements of the traditional Aboriginal cultural perspectives can equate to a scientiﬁc view of the
landscape and vice versa.
Things however get somewhat more promising when you move away from the ‘thinking’
mode of operation to the emotional and intuitive realms. Here common ground has long
been a factor with many non indigenous people ﬁnding an innate emotional /intuitive link
exists between themselves and indigenous culture. Rather than focussing on how we describe
a landscape, we can focus instead on how we respond to a landscape – on what emotional
triggers it sets off. From this perspective the possibility of establishing numerous cross reference
points becomes more optimistic.

Strategic responses:
•

ensure interpretation of Aboriginal cultural values is undertaken in close cooperation with
and wherever possible by local indigenous communities

•

embed cross reference points wherever possible in interpretation to assist visitors to view
the landscape from both the industrialised/scientiﬁc and indigenous perspectives.

•

utilise wherever possible the imagery and words of indigenous people themselves to
present their stories and perspectives

•

wherever possible and appropriate, include a ‘welcome to country’ message as an introductory part of communicating with visitors to the WHA

•

present today’s living Aboriginal culture and their activities in country as a major theme in
indigenous interpretation.

The prime role of interpretation
If the crucial role of presenting world heritage values is to be fulﬁlled, interpretive planning
needs to be integrated at the earliest planning stage of new or redeveloped facilities. In this
way, such projects can contribute to the maximum possible interpretive beneﬁt, rather
than being inadequate or even counterproductive.
Strategic responses:
•

incorporate interpretive planning as a key part of planning any new or redeveloped facility.

Sydney’s mountains?
The way in which we deﬁne landscapes has a major role in establishing who does and
who doesn’t feel a sense of kinship / familiarity with them. Sydney Harbour for example is
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quintessentially Sydney’s in a way it could never have been if the name Port Jackson were in
common usage. Likewise ‘Sydney’s beaches’ is a label which allows people a generic sense of
identity in a way that, for example, ‘Sydney’s northern beaches’ doesn’t.
The more speciﬁc the name, the more excluding it becomes. In the context of the GBM, a
similar approach would suggest that the term ‘The Mountains’ has less excluding qualities to
it than does either ‘The Blue Mountains’ or ‘The Greater Blue Mountains’.
It is interesting to wonder why Sydney has never associated itself with the mountains
that deﬁne the Sydney Basin in anything like the same way it has embraced its coastline.
‘Sydney’s mountains’ just doesn’t have the same ring to it that ‘Sydney’s beaches’ does. Yet
the shadow of the mountains marches across the Sydney Basin every cloud-free evening.
Satellite pictures shown on nightly news bulletins these days highlight the way in which the
green belt around the Sydney Basin contains the city within its boundaries. Signiﬁcantly
though these green bits are very much the backdrop to the city - the background element
against which the foreground elements of urban areas and the coastline are etched. In
recent years, the NPWS has sought to reverse this image with its ‘Sydney: City of National
Parks’ motif - an idea to get people to look again at their landscape and ﬂip the foreground
/ background elements around.
It is important here to realise that Sydney is not alone in not taking ownership of its
adjacent mountains. Mountains are typically places that challenge humans. They are much
more difﬁcult to tame than ﬂat lands and frequently confront us with challenging and
sometimes dangerous landscapes to explore. To journey in the mountains is an image with
a deeper resonance of inner journeys that can parallel the challenging landscape without.
Because primarily of their geography and the constraints this places on human occupation,
mountains are more often barriers to be crossed than places to dwell in. A visit to the
mountains is immediately an event in itself in a such a way as a visit to a low lying area is
not. You sit by a beach, but you journey in the mountains.
Strategic responses:
•

emphasise the ‘mountains’ component of the Greater Blue Mountains in presenting the
identity of the GBMWHA.

Mountains journeys
This notion of journeying and mountains having for many people a subtle association, holds
within it a signiﬁcant key for developing the much-needed common ground for presentation of the GBMWHA. Ideally there is a central motif which tourist operators, local
government and land management agencies alike can use to deliver their own particular
messages about the mountains. If this exists, then it can provide the subtle background
motif ranging across all media and situations.
The value of the journeys motif is of immediate relevance when one thinks about how the
evolution of the mountains’ ecosystems has been a journey over time from the age of the
dinosaurs through to the evolution, diversiﬁcation and dominance of the eucalypts. The
traditional Aboriginal pathways and the journey of human use from Aboriginal occupation
through to the present day are other examples, as is the conservation journey towards
World Heritage. Many compelling stories can be woven from the journeys motif. From a
tourism perspective the challenge is there for people to shape their own journey in the
mountains by choosing from the wide range of activities and destinations open for them to
explore.
This approach is particularly important when one realises that it is impossible to fully
present the GBMWHA from a single destination. The area is much too big and varied to
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allow for this. Each location or message is just one piece of a much larger puzzle that collectively comprises the GBM.
This immediately implies that every location / destination has a dual role. The ﬁrst is to
simply tell its story and offer its opportunities in such as way as to provide a satisfying
outcome for visitors. The second is to ensure that the story of each location makes clear
that it is just one part of a bigger picture and that people are led on to both learn more
about and visit other parts of the mountains. Destinations are thus better thought of as
stepping stones rather than ends in themselves and linking these stepping stones together
in meaningful ways becomes a major issue for the region’s presentation. The journeys motif
is the means of achieving this.
Strategic responses:
•

employ a unifying motif of ‘mountains journeys’ in presenting and interpreting the
GBMWHA;

•

present locations as one part of the wider WHA to encourage journeying to other parts.

•

incorporate traditional Aboriginal pathways into the journeys theme wherever possible.

Mountains? What mountains?
The journeys motif is also useful for promoting the mountains as an ancient landscape.
Feedback from tourism representatives has indicated that international visitors do not
perceive the Blue Mountains as being mountains in the classic alpine sense, but rather
as Australia’s equivalent to the Grand Canyon. In this context it is important to strongly
develop the motif that mountains - or high mountain plateaus in the case of the GBM
- journey from being high young mountains to low old mountains as they erode away over
time.
To achieve this shift in perceptions, it will be useful to explain the nature and history of the
GBM landscape within interpretive programs. This emphasis leads naturally into stories
about the GBM based upon the journeys theme – how the landscape and ecosystems have
journeyed down through time.
Strategic response:
•

explain the nature and history of the GBM landscape within interpretive programs.

Distinguishing the GBMWHA
It is useful to take a sideways step here and ask the question: What’s so special about these
mountains? Why is this place different from other places?
To establish an identity for the GBM, in both people’s minds and in the tourism quest for a
deﬁnable ‘brand’, it is necessary to distinguish the GBM from other major natural areas of
Australia. Uluru, Kakadu, the Great Barrier Reef – they all have such well-deﬁned characteristics that most people in the street could say what they are. The GBM, as a broad
region, has yet to achieve such a level of recognition.
World Heritage status provides the jumping-off point for establishing a stronger identity
for the GBM. In part, the deﬁning characteristics for the GBM are attached to the World
Heritage values of eucalypt sclerophyll ecosystems and biodiversity, but other standout
characteristics include the landscape, wilderness and human attachment. These are the ﬁve
characteristics that should be used to promote a clear identity for the GBMWHA. Such an
approach can also be a primary method for promoting the World Heritage values of the
property.
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These ﬁve deﬁning characteristics are interconnected in a complex way that is best communicated through stories. Thus there is the story of changing human attachments from
pre-Aboriginal times through to contemporary recreation, the story of how a complex,
nutrient-poor landscape generates high biodiversity, the story of an evolving landscape,
the story of the advance of eucalypts within a changing climate, the story of wilderness
surviving because of poor soils and the love of people, the story of Aboriginal survival and
continuous connection and many others.
Strategic responses:
•

distinguish the identity of the GBMWHA and promote its World Heritage values by
emphasising ﬁve key characteristics of the area: eucalypts, biodiversity, landscape, human
attachment and wilderness;

•

promote the ﬁve key characteristics of the area primarily through stories (narratives
through time).

.Deﬁning the sectors of the WHA
Following on from the journeys theme, a major issue becomes how we actually deﬁne the
landscape. Deﬁning the landscape in such a way as to highlight both the connecting similarities and differences between various locations gives an important impetus for travel. People
need to be aware that the GBM region comprises a range of different areas each with their
own particular environments. Encouraging visitation to these diverse areas thus becomes a
major focus for visitor orientation programs in order to increase people’s overall appreciation of the WHA. This approach also promotes a decentralisation of visitor use throughout
the entire WHA - beyond the central Blue Mountains core.
The current divisions used publicly within the GBMWHA are the boundaries of the eight
constituent reserves. These boundaries have historical and regulatory signiﬁcance which
should not be overlooked but are illogical and confusing. They create a barrier for visitors
trying to apprehend the geography, unity and opportunities of the GBMWHA as a whole.
For instance, Wollemi National Park and Blue Mountains National Park intermingle to such
an extent in the Bell Road precinct that it is possible to cross from one to the other several
times in the course of a short car tour. Does the public really care where Jenolan Karst
Conservation Reserve becomes Kanangra-Boyd National Park?
How then is one to refer to the various sectors of the WHA? Ideally any division would
correspond to the broad landscape and ecological precincts of the region so as to allow
meaningful comparisons to be made from sector to sector. Historically the region was
broken up into four sections by Myles Dunphy in his ambitious original proposal for the
protection of the Greater Blue Mountains. These were the Northern, Central, Southern
and Nattai divisions.
Given that the WHA now includes lands additional to Dunphy’s original proposal (primarily
Yengo National Park and northern Wollemi), a more useful break up today would be to
have four sectors covering the North-east, North-west, Central and Southern sectors of
the GBMWHA.
This breakdown is of value for a number of reasons. Firstly it is simple and relates more
or less to existing modes of referring to the area. Secondly it will allow for meaningful
comparisons to be made between the various sectors as well as allowing local stakeholders
to connect directly with their particular sector of the WHA rather than having to associate
with the whole entity.
Thirdly it provides an easy means of acknowledging the special Aboriginal custodianship of
land. Appending a local Aboriginal landscape name to each sector is consistent with the
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dual naming approach used across the world as a means of acknowledging indigenous associations.
A name of Aboriginal origin attached to a signiﬁcant geographical feature within each
sector has been selected. Names already in common use for some other purpose have
been avoided, including the confusion of using existing national park names (e.g. Wollemi or
Yengo). The selection also considered the resonance of the name and the ease with which
it could be remembered and readily adopted for common usage.
The four proposed sectors are as follows:
•

North-east Mellong Sector

•

North-west Monundilla Sector

•

Central Kedumba Sector

•

Southern Colong Sector.

The North-east Mellong sector of the WHA covers lands roughly lying east of the Mellong
Range and the Putty Road while the North-west Monundilla sector covers lands to the
west of this (including Mount Monundilla). The central sector including the Grose and
Jamison Valleys is the Central Kedumba sector while lands to the south lie within the
Southern Colong Sector.
Signiﬁcantly it should be noted that these classiﬁcations would be indicative only and that
no precise boundary lines would ever be drawn between them. Each Aboriginal feature
name holds within it the potential for associated interpretive stories.
Strategic response:
•

present the GBMWHA to the public in four geographic sectors with geographic-Aboriginal
co-names.

Separation versus integration - foreground and background messaging
The current situation regarding the provision of visitor information about the GBM can be
easily summarised into a single concept:
the Blue Mountains (deﬁned by the areas in and around the central Blue Mountains
townships) is a well established product while the Greater Blue Mountains is not.
This immediately identiﬁes the key priorities shaping the provision of information about the
GBM. Firstly it must actively seek ways to promote the overall GBM region as an integrated
‘product’. Secondly it must identify ways of integrating the GBM message into the existing
array of information relating to the central Blue Mountains.
These are the two deﬁning challenges for the GBMWHA information program. They
require two fundamentally different approaches to deal with them.
In establishing an overall identity for the GBMWHA there must be proactive elements
within the information program which actively focus on deﬁning the total GBM product
as their key foreground message. To integrate the GBM message into the existing array of
information about the central Blue Mountains however requires a more subtle approach
whereby the GBM serves as a backdrop or background against which the speciﬁc messages
relating to the central Blue Mountains product can continue to be delivered.
This notion of foreground and background messages is fundamental to this plan. These are
not new concepts, but rather are so commonly accepted as to be often taken for granted.
In the case of the GBM however, it is important that they are used in an overtly strategic
manner. For the purposes of this plan, foreground messages can be deﬁned as those that
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stand out as the primary information commanding the viewer’s attention. They are in effect
the subject or key message being conveyed by a given information medium.
Background messages in contrast are those that sit back presenting secondary information.
This background information may be intended to be accessed on closer inspection or
simply to create an overall impression. The notion of corporate design standards for
example works on a background message model. Using standardised design styles means
that whatever message is being conveyed as the primary motif, is done so against a
subliminal backdrop that both establishes ownership of the message and its relationship /
connectedness to other material presented elsewhere by a given agency.
Strategic responses:
•

employ a background/foreground model for presenting information, using both levels as
appropriate;

•

develop background messages including GBM design templates to establish identity and
Aboriginal connection and provide a backdrop against which other information can be
portrayed.

In effect this will provide a platform upon which anyone wishing to present their own
speciﬁc information about any given topic or part of the GBM can build. In this way the
GBMWHA can serve as the unifying element linking the otherwise disparate sections of the
GBM together.
The essence of this approach is that as a background motif, GBMWHA identity does
not need to compete with or take away from the headline message being conveyed. Any
stakeholder - be they a private business, local or state government agency - can take
advantage of the GBM identity without having to compromise the integrity of their own
message. While this approach clearly involves a corporate design style approach it also
includes speciﬁc secondary messages which can be subtly woven into the background
material as part of the total content of the information program.
The role of primary GBMWHA messages
Foreground or primary messages about the GBMWHA will be a relatively small component
of the total information program for the property. Examples of products with primary
messages include the development of a GBMWHA touring map and guidebook package
(see below). In these instances, the promotion of the GBMWHA as a product is clearly the
primary or headline issue being conveyed. As a general observation it should be noted that
very little information about the GBM as a product will be conveyed as primary messages.
In the ﬁrst instance this is dictated by the market. The ﬁrst criteria for any information
product is that there be a need for it - i.e. that a market niche is identiﬁed and ﬁlled
effectively. In the case of the GBM with its existing large body of information products
(especially in relation to the central Blue Mountains) there are only so many niches
remaining to be ﬁlled. The other issue in this regard is that when you present the GBM as
the primary message you are effectively selling the GBM product and as such it competes
with other products for the attention of the general public.
Strategic response:
•
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Background messages and long term outcomes
Secondary or background messages about the GBM provide in many ways both the bigger
challenge and the bigger opportunity for the promotion of the GBM concept. To explain
this notion it is useful to stop for a moment to try and picture an ideal outcome for the
GBM in ten to twenty years time.
From the perspective of the WHA concept, an ideal outcome would be where a sense
of place - of being in a special area - pervaded every aspect of a visit to the GBM region.
In effect, that the broader mountains community will feel connection to the GBM to the
extent that it will become a unifying motif for the region and a cultural asset in its own
right. Ideally this sense of connection will extend beyond the immediate mountains environs
to the neighbouring communities - not the least of which is Sydney itself.
If one focuses on this outcome then a number of key issues become apparent. Firstly is
the issue of time scale. Long term objectives have long term outcomes which may not be
overtly measurable in the short term. Secondly they require different approaches which
respect the fact that they are not seeking to convey information as such but rather to
modify attitudes. Attitudinal change is something that must needs happen by degrees,
especially in the case of encouraging a sense of connection with an existing community
asset. How can you sell people something they already own?
An alternative way to look at this approach is to look at the role sponsorship plays in
modern culture. Sponsorship in its various forms aims at presenting a product in an
integrated social setting rather than as a headline item in its own right. This recognises the
above mentioned distinction between selling a product or a message and shaping attitudes.
One is a foreground process, one is a background motif.
Strategic response:
•

use background messaging as the most effective means of producing long-term attitude
change in support of the GBMWHA.

Meeting market demand and visitor needs
There is a further consideration which needs to be taken into account in a global
information strategy for the GBMWHA. This is the need for the strategy to come up with
the types of products and programs that meet stakeholder demand. An obvious example
of such demand is the way in which local stakeholders are already focusing on the existence
of the WHA as a means of distinguishing their particular product / identity in both a
national and international domain.
This suggests a clear demand for a GBMWHA ‘brand’ which allows people to exploit
its existence in an effective manner, serving both the interests of the WHA and the
individual stakeholder. Another obvious example is visitor demand for effective orientation
information that allows them to access recreational activities in the WHA in a safe and
(from the perspective of the management agencies) appropriate manner.
A more subtle need is to provide visitors with information and interpretation suited to their
level of interest, knowledge and understanding. Since these issues are poorly understood
from a research basis, more work is needed to ensure what is being offered is consistent
with visitor needs and values.
Strategic response:
•
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•

encourage research into the information and interpretation needs of visitors and their level
of knowledge and understanding of the WHA.

Types of information
For the purposes of this plan, it is useful to think of information relating to the GBMWHA
in three categories:
•

orientation material

•

interpretation material

•

public relations / corporate identity material.

While there is typically overlap between these categories, they do provide a useful introduction into the basic structure of the overall information program. It should be noted that
regulatory and safety information can be communicated within each of the three categories.
Orientation material
Orientation material allows visitors to make informed choices from the range of recreational options or locations open to them and then to undertake the activity or visit the location
in a safe manner. Recent studies across NSW have highlighted the fact that the priority
information visitors require from the management agency is good orientation material.
For managers, providing this information allows them to respond positively to the public
expectation that this material will be available. It also increases the chance that people will
arrive at a destination with an accurate idea of what to expect when they get there. This
in turn increases the likelihood of them behaving in an appropriate manner and having a
satisfying visit which leaves them with a positive impression of their outing.
A feature of orientation material is its common value to all visitors. Everyone needs access
to this information at some point in their experience of the region. In the short term
orientation materials deliver speciﬁc messages. In the longer term they help shape attitudes
by helping people to have a better quality park experience.
Interpretation material
Interpretation material meets visitor needs to understand and learn something about
the landscape they are visiting and is sometimes directed towards creating attitudinal or
behavioural change. Visitor demand for interpretation materials varies widely from person
to person and place to place. It is reliant upon good visitor orientation for its effectiveness as if people are uncertain as to where they are, or disappointed because they were
expecting something different to what they encountered, then their interest in interpretive
material is likely to be lessened.
As a general overview, the more constructed a visitor setting, the greater the visitor
demand for interpretation. For example a visitor centre without interpretive material seems
lacking whereas a rough bush track without this information does not. Likewise a lookout
platform without interpretive signage can feel incomplete whereas the track leading up to it
may not. Similar examples arise when comparing the needs of natural and cultural interpretation. While interpretation is rarely an essential prerequisite to someone enjoying a walk in
the bush, it can be important at cultural sites which may have little intrinsic interest for the
casual observer.
Public relations / corporate identity material
Public relations and corporate identity material has the role of establishing an ongoing and
longer term link between the general public and the WHA. Whereas both orientation
and interpretation materials can be thought of as foreground elements actively seeking to
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engage the visitor in a direct manner in order to convey speciﬁc messages over a relatively
short time frame, public relations is more typically a background element to the overall
provision of information. Public relations is primarily aimed at shaping attitudes rather than
conveying speciﬁc information. This is a long term process, as attitudes evolve over time
and some people can respond negatively to overt attempts to tell them what to think
about a particular issue.
Strategic responses:
•

Orientation, interpretation and public relations / corporate identity materials each have
an integral role in achieving the objectives of the total information program for the
GBMWHA.

The scope of this plan
A crucial challenge for any interpretation plan is to provide a ﬁrm framework which identiﬁes
the structure and shape of the interpretation program while still allowing for ongoing
innovation. In essence, the plan needs to build in creative loopholes that recognise the
value of the ideas which will be generated in the future by those people actually working at
implementing it. It must adopt an organic approach that sees its role as the ﬁrst step in an
ongoing process, rather than as a ﬁnely detailed blueprint which will cover every eventuality in
the years to come.
As a result of this consideration, the plan must naturally focus more on the longer term
structural elements of the centre than it does on program components (such as guided tours,
educational activities, community events etc) which will change over time. This is not in any way
to devalue these crucial components – simply to recognise that beyond acknowledging their
overall importance, the plan can best identify them as the creative loopholes which provide the
major opportunities for staff involved in the actual delivery of interpretation programs to try
out new ideas and approaches within an overall interpretation context as provided by this plan.

Strategic responses:
•

Recognise the need for the plan to have creative loopholes that allow for staff to have
ongoing input into the development of new interpretive products.

8. SUMMARY OF STRATEGIC APPROACHES
Sixteen strategic approaches will be used to meet the major challenges of presenting the
GBMWHA (see above). Together, these responses unify the global presentation of the
GBMWHA:
•
present the GBMWHA identity in a background way that complements existing
interests
•
establish an identity for the GBMWHA which maximises the potential for all
communities to feel a sense of connection and responsibility
•
establish an identity for the GBMWHA which includes acknowledgement of
Aboriginal country
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•
•

•

ensure interpretation of Aboriginal cultural values is undertaken in close
cooperation with and wherever possible by local indigenous communities
embed cross reference points wherever possible in interpretation to assist visitors
to view the landscape from both the industrialised/scientiﬁc and indigenous perspectives
utilise wherever possible the imagery and words of indigenous people themselves
to present their stories and perspectives

•

wherever possible and appropriate, include a ‘welcome to country’ message as an
introductory part of communicating with visitors to the WHA

•

present today’s living Aboriginal culture and their activities in country as a major
theme in indigenous interpretation

•

incorporate interpretive planning as a key part of planning any new or
redeveloped facility
emphasise the ‘mountains’ component of the Greater Blue Mountains in
presenting the identity of the GBMWHA
employ a unifying motif of ‘mountains journeys’ in presenting and interpreting the
GBMWHA
present locations as one part of the wider WHA to encourage journeying to
other parts
incorporate traditional Aboriginal pathways into the journeys theme wherever
possible
explain the nature and history of the GBM landscape within interpretive programs
distinguish the identity of the GBMWHA and promote its World Heritage
values by emphasising ﬁve key characteristics of the area: eucalypts, biodiversity,
landscape, human attachment and wilderness
promote the ﬁve key characteristics of the area primarily through stories
(narratives through time)
present the GBMWHA to the public in four geographic sectors with geographicAboriginal co-names
employ a background/foreground model for presenting information, using both
levels as appropriate
develop background messages including GBM design templates to establish
identity and Aboriginal connection and provide a backdrop against which other
information can be portrayed
employ products with foreground or primary GBMWHA messages only as a
minor component of the total information program, and then in response to
market need
use background messaging as the most effective means of producing long-term
attitude change in support of the GBMWHA
develop information products which meet market demands whilst also serving
the long-term protection objectives of the WHA
encourage research into the information and interpretation needs of visitors and
their level of knowledge and understanding of the WHA
orientation, interpretation and public relations / corporate identity materials each
have an integral role in achieving the objectives of the total information program
for the GBMWHA

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

.•
•
•
•

•
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9. OBJECTIVES
The overall goal of any management program for the GBMWHA is the long term conservation of the area’s natural and cultural values.
Each program has its own speciﬁc contribution to make towards achieving this goal. In the
case of information programs associated with the GBMWHA, the long term program goal
is:
that anyone visiting or residing in the GBMWHA and its environs has a sense of being in
a special place - a place where the broader mountains community has taken custodianship of the GBMWHA to the extent that it becomes a unifying motif for the region and a
cultural asset in its own right.
Ideally this sense of belonging would extend beyond the immediate mountains environs
to the neighbouring communities - not the least of which is Sydney itself. It would reach
well beyond identiﬁcation or possessiveness to include concern, inspiration and emotional
connection, or love.
The value of this vision in relation to the overall conservation of the WHA is that a broader
community with a sense of connection and stewardship will place a high value on this
resource and positively support its conservation. This cannot be achieved by the WHA
management agencies alone, and the special value of personal contact in effective communication needs to be recognised. In this regard the numerous third party communicators in
the industry and community have a vital role to play, and this plan has the important task of
providing ways to assist them to do this effectively.
To strive for this goal we must establish a strong and broadly-recognised identity for the
GBMWHA, promote understanding of the values of the area and encourage positive and
inspiring human interaction with it. To achieve the goal a number of crucial steps must be in
place:
1

People must be informed of the existence of the WHA and its recognised values,
features and recreational opportunities - preferably before they actually visit the
area.

2

People visiting the WHA must be aware that they are in a WHA.

3

People’s experience of the WHA should be a positive one in which their expectations as regards information, facilities, safety and recreational opportunities are both
shaped prior to their visit and then met on the ground in such a way as to minimise
any negative impacts on the area.

4

People should be encouraged to visit more than one geographical region within the
WHA in order to both appreciate its diversity and to spread visitation.

5

The presentation of the WHA should be such that all communities across the full
extent of the area have opportunities to both identify with and beneﬁt from the
region’s promotion.

6

The WHA should become an integral element in the life of the communities which
surround it.

7

Available resources for interpretation and visitor orientation are applied efﬁciently
and effectively.

These seven steps comprise the objectives of this interpretation and visitor orientation
plan.
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10. KEY MESSAGES AND THEMES
To be successfully communicated to the full range of audiences, key messages and
themes need to be repeatedly applied across the GBMWHA but by different means
and in varied ways. They therefore need to be simple in scope and few in number.
Priority for messages and themes will vary according to audiences.
The key messages and themes to be applied through this interpretation and visitor
orientation plan are those which will assist to promote the understanding of recognised
property-wide values and which will help to achieve the plan’s objectives. They
recognise the strategic approaches developed above, especially the ‘mountains journeys’
motif, the ﬁve key characteristics of the area and the use of a wide range of stories.
Key Messages
•

the GBM is a very extensive and wild area

•

the GBM has many attributes of great value, and these attributes are connected
to each other

•

the GBM is a World Heritage area and is protected in statutory conservation
reserves

•

the GBM is World Heritage because of its representation of Australia’s
sclerophyll ecosystems and other biodiversity

•

the GBMWHA is part of a wider system of protected areas across Australia and
World Heritage properties around the globe

•

the GBM has only been protected through the efforts of a caring community,
which resulted in World Heritage status

•

the GBMWHA is a well managed conservation area

•

the scale and integrity of the GBMWHA mean it can be effectively conserved
into the future

•

Aboriginal people have a longstanding, close and ongoing attachment to the
GBM

•

non-Aboriginal people too have had a long and varied association with the GBM

•

the GBMWHA is vulnerable, but everyone can reduce their impact and help to
look after it

•

anyone can have an enjoyable and rewarding time within the GBMWHA

•

visitors can help to protect the area by following certain rules and guidelines

•

visitors need to take into account or avoid certain hazards.
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Themes
The key messages can be presented within nine broad themes:
•

the extent, diversity and integrity of the GBMWHA

•

how the GBMWHA represents and protects ecosystems, biota and natural
processes that are characteristic of Australia and globally important

•

the special signiﬁcance and integrity of the area’s landscapes, streams, ecosystems
and species

•

the GBMWHA as part of a wider system of protected areas and World Heritage

•

the landscape as Aboriginal country from prehistoric times to today

•

the long history of human attachment to the landscape, exempliﬁed by Aboriginal
use, artistic production and the community campaign for protection

•

the diversity of opportunity for human enjoyment, education and research

•

how the area is managed for conservation and public enjoyment

•

the interconnectedness of the values of the area.

These themes are to be applied within the strategic approaches detailed above. They
would not necessarily be presented overtly. Indirect methods will frequently be more
effective, whilst keeping the broad message in mind. For instance, the scale of the WHA
might be presented by use of a satellite image, or the biological signiﬁcance through
information on a particular species. Themes will also be frequently presented within ‘stories’
about the WHA. Any single item of interpretation should aim to promote a number of the
themes.
It is recognised that for some of these themes and messages a fully formed and accurate
story may not be possible. For instance, the erosional history of the landscape and the
role of aboriginal burning in ecology are two topics over which scientiﬁc debate is ongoing.
This however is a bonus to interpretation because it allows the presentation of a range of
points of view which in turn engages intellectual curiosity and independent thinking in the
audience. Conﬂicting ideas within different themes are similarly not a barrier to effective
interpretation.
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11. RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES AND
ACTIONS
These recommendations are aimed at achieving the identiﬁed objectives and progressing
the strategic approaches described above. Some involve speciﬁc actions and others provide
strategic directions. The strategies and actions provide the means for communicating the
key messages and themes. They take into account the various aspects of the operating
environment – especially constraints and the needs of various stakeholders. Many will
require consultation with wider stakeholders (e.g. state and national tourism bodies) to
be effective. The recommendations have been carefully crafted as a coherent, integrated
package to optimise results.
OBJECTIVE 1: Inform people of the existence of the WHA and its
recognised values, Aboriginal connections, features and recreational
opportunities - preferably before they actually visit the area.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 1
1.1

Establish and promote clarity and consistency in expressing the identity and values of
the GBMWHA.
Develop standard wording on GBMWHA values and the GBMWHA identity
graphics package described below. Graphics to incorporate imagery representing
key natural and indigenous cultural values. Apply these to all GBMWHA information
media and promote them through all education programs.

1.2

Develop a plan to promote the GBMWHA in a national and international context as
a lynchpin which allows people to undertake a connected ‘world heritage discovery
tour’ along the Australian east coast and beyond.
Exploit the GBM’s position as the closest WHA to Australia’s major international
arrival port of Sydney. Promote the World Heritage concept and use of the GBM
as a jumping-off point for a more extended journey. The Central Eastern Rainforest
Reserves of Australia (CERRA), Lord Howe Island (by air) and Willandra Lakes
World Heritage areas are particularly accessible. An east coast tour can logically
take in CERRA, then onwards to Fraser Island, the Great Barrier Reef and the Wet
Tropics.

1.3

Ensure a full range of up to date, relevant and accurate information is easily available
to internet users.
Develop a coherent GBMWHA section of the NPWS website. Link it internally to
each of the constituent national parks and externally to Jenolan Caves, Environment
Australia and UNESCO websites. Include detailed information on GBMWHA
features, values and recreational opportunities. Sections on each national park to be
linked back to GBMWHA section and contain information to a consistent level of
detail.

1.4

Produce a GBMWHA touring map.
Map to show WHA sectors, car touring routes around entire WHA, key visitor sites
and off-park facilities. Rear to present more detail on GBMWHA features, values
and recreation. To retail for under $10 and be distributed through as wide a range of
local and national outlets as possible. (N.B. This map was published in early 2003).
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1.5

Produce a series of two touring guidebooks covering the GBMWHA.
One guide will cover the North-east Mellong and North-west Monundilla
Sectors of the WHA, the other will cover the Central Kedumba and Southern
Colong Sectors. Guides to be full colour approx. 68 page A5 booklets which
retail for around $15. To include key WHA information, interpretation of
landscapes traversed and all major visitor opportunities and services, including
most walking tracks. Both guides to be distributed through as wide a range of
local and national outlets as possible.

1.6

Establish a WHA visitor centre at Bilpin.
Already underway by NPWS.

1.7

Establish a substantial World Heritage presence in the proposed Katoomba
Cultural Centre.

1.8

Develop a strategy which identiﬁes roles for the Bilpin and Katoomba centres
in the total presentation of the GBMWHA and how they relate to other visitor
centres in the region.

1.9

Ensure that appropriate WHA information is presented at local visitor centres
throughout the GBM region.
To include free information, saleable products and display material on the
GBMWHA. Consistency of messages and information across providers is critical.

1.10

Produce a short video on the GBMWHA.
Video to be approx. 12 minutes for use as a multi-purpose resource for screening
on cable television as well as via a wide range of other venues such as bus tours.
Make video available for sale.

1.11

Produce a series of community service announcements to establish an occasional
presence of the GBMWHA in television programming.
Production to be combined with the video.

OBJECTIVE 2: People visiting the WHA must be aware that they are
in a WHA.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 2
2.1

Develop a GBMWHA identity graphic design package including a logo.
To allow for a World Heritage presence to be easily included on all printed and
display material developed by various stakeholders across the region. Standards
to be consistent with NPWS design standards and ﬂexible enough to allow
consistent presentation of the WHA identity and images without impinging on
the integrity of the stakeholders message / identity. Logo to have appropriate
legal protection and guidelines on use to be developed. Ensure all use of the logo
is approved and consistent with World Heritage principles and values.

2.2

Incorporate standarised Aboriginal ‘welcomes to country’ supporting by
indigenous language greetings wherever possible

2.3

Develop a strategy for the establishment of ‘gateway signage’ along both road
and rail corridors / access points.
To establish identity and create a sense of arrival and importance. Strategy
to look at ways of combining existing landscape identiﬁer signage (i.e. you are
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entering / welcome to such and such region) into a single integrated product
that ideally meets the needs of all stakeholders. To be compatible with identity
graphics package (above). Consider displays on key railway stations including
Sydney’s Central Station.
2.4

Develop a strategy for providing or upgrading WHA information bays on key
travel routes and entry points.
Priority to important touring routes that currently lack a GBMWHA presence,
such as the Putty Road and Wollombi Road. Part of overall signage upgrade (2.6
below). Consider incorporating key international gateways in Sydney (e.g. airport,
Central Railway Station).

2.5

Encourage the development of WHA motifs / signage within the overall
streetscape of local communities.
An example of this would be the development of landscaped information ‘hubs’
within the commercial area streetscapes of central Blue Mountains’ townships.

2.6

Look to develop supporting arrangements with GBMWHA managers and other
stakeholders (NPWS, JCRT, local councils, etc.), whereby WHA funding and /
or other resources (e.g. mapping and photography – below) are contributed to
selected priority communication projects.
This will allow some degree of World Heritage input into the messages / image
being presented. Such support should aim to improve the overall quality of both
information and general visitor ﬂow management at key visitor sites. Part of the
sense of being in a WHA needs to be conveyed through the use of information
materials of consistent high quality.

2.7

Upgrade information and interpretation at key visitor nodes.
Initial focus for supported projects to be sites with high visitation such as key
nodes in the central Blue Mountains, eg. Wentworth Falls, Echo Point and
environs (in addition to the substantial works already underway) and Govetts
Leap. Another major opportunity is the possible development of WHA signage
at Jenolan Caves (dependent upon recommendations from the reserve’s pending
interpretation plan).

2.8

Provide local tourism operatives with suitable WHA information to assist them to
promote the property in an accurate, consistent and appropriate manner.
Target audiences to include accommodation providers, tour and transport
operators, tourism organisations and land management agencies. Information
to be provided by mechanisms easily accessible and usable to both managers
and staff and could include a simple printed fact sheet, seminars, the web-based
information and video (recommendation 1.10) as well as a supplement to the
existing NPWS Tour Operators Kit.

2.9

Develop a range of WHA information products suitable for display in a variety of
accommodation, information centres and other tourist venues across the GBM
region.
To establish a WHA ‘presence’ in these venues. Products to be distributed free
to tourism businesses through local tourism organisations. Products to include a
wall map of the GBMWHA (adapted from the touring map, recommendation 1.4)
and a series of four posters. One poster for each of the four GBMWHA sectors
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displaying in a graphic and appealing manner key features and characteristics of
the sector. (N.B. These posters were pblished in early 2003)
2.10

Develop a summary of the graphic design package speciﬁcations (recommendation 2.1). Summary for use by agency and other staff involved in applying the
graphic design package.

OBJECTIVE 3: People’s experience of the WHA is a positive one in
which their expectations as regards information, facilities, safety
and recreational opportunities are both shaped prior to their
visit and then met on the ground in such a way as to minimise any
negative impacts on the area.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 3
3.1

Undertake the production of the touring map and touring guidebooks as
identiﬁed in recommendations 1.4 and 1.5.

3.2

Upgrade the standard and content of existing free lead-park brochures for
national parks within the GBMWHA.
All lead-park brochures to utilise the WHA graphic design standard and include
WHA information. Brochures for major national parks such as Wollemi, Blue
Mountains, Kanangra-Boyd and Yengo to be full-colour A2. Consider WHA
support for the additional costs of producing these upgraded leaﬂets. Consider
combining some adjacent parks into single brochures to reduce costs.

3.3

Update and upgrade the current series of NPWS precinct walking track booklets
for the central Blue Mountains.
Revised booklets to be full colour and include WHA information. Recognise the
valuable role these guides play as vital information resources actively sought out
by the general public. Take advantage of the guides’ established market niche
to promote the totality of the WHA and its scenic touring routes to visitors by
adding to the main information. Strategically position these guides in relation to
the guidebook covering the central and southern section of the WHA as per
recommendation 1.5. The upgraded individual guides should each represent
a chapter / section in the guidebook. Pricing to be such that the larger WHA
guidebook will cost about three times as much as the individual precinct walking
track guides. Anyone wanting three or more guides would instead buy the
central and southern sector regional guidebook.

3.4

Ensure local government and NPWS/JCRT public contact staff, Discovery Rangers
and Jenolan Caves guides are fully familiarised with WHA information, local park
destinations and policies.
Provide orientation seminars / and or orientation tours. Educate staff in the
values and importance of the WHA and standard ways of expressing those
concepts (as per recommendation 1.1). Explain the role of new visitor orientation
products such as the touring guide, upgraded brochures and touring map.

3.5
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Ensure that up to date visitor orientation displays are in place at all key trackhead
/ picnic / camping / entry sites throughout the WHA.
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Use technologies that allow for the low cost updating of information on a regular
basis while also presenting information in a colourful and appealing manner.
Apply the WHA identity graphics standards and, in national parks, the NPWS
design standards. Include as part of each display information on adjacent areas
for people to visit, focusing on the facilities and experiences available at each site.
3.6

Develop and implement a colour coded walking track identiﬁcation system in key
track precincts.
Focus on precincts with complex track systems which attract high visitation and
a high proportion of non English speaking visitors. Apply the GBMWHA identity
graphics standard. System to be cost-effective, aesthetically appropriate, durable
and low maintenance. Apply NPWS design standards within national parks.

3.7

Develop a strategy for the consistent presentation of management messages (e.g.
stay away from cliff edges, no dogs etc) along walking tracks and elsewhere.
Strategy to identify how to separate these messages out from general
information material and to position them in such a way as to be easily seen and
understood by both English and non English speaking people before they set off
on a track to a lookout or other destination. NPWS design standards to apply in
national parks.

3.8

Ensure that interpretive displays are provided at key visitor destinations such as
constructed lookouts.
Apply the GBMWHA identity graphics package and, within national parks,
NPWS design standards.

3.9

Encourage the provision of high quality, well-informed, guided interpretive
activities throughout the WHA.
Recognise that personal contact is the most powerful communication. Provide
information and resources which will help guides to effectively communicate
WHA messages (recommendation 2.7). Promote WHA interpretation by
licensed commercial guides and Discovery programs. Seek to expand existing
Discovery programs into high priority areas.

3.10

Develop ways to improve detailed understanding of the information and interpretation needs of visitors and communities. Current data is limited. Needs may
change over time. Will ensure effectiveness of programs is maximised. Potential
to integrate needs investigations with tourism and other surveys.

3.11

Ensure interpretive planning is an integrated and high priority component of early
planning for any new or redeveloped facility in the WHA.

OBJECTIVE 4: People are encouraged to visit more than one geographical region within the WHA in order to both appreciate its
diversity and to spread visitation.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 4
4.1
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For the purpose of public presentation, divide the WHA into four sectors based
on broad geographical characteristics and access.
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Reserve divisions to be secondary. To simplify understanding of the area, to help
people to identify precincts and appreciate the area’s diversity. This is a ﬁrst step
in encouraging people to travel in order to experience this diversity.
4.2

Develop four touring routes throughout the WHA.
Each WHA sector will have a touring route developed for it. Each route will
have a common point of overlap at the Bilpin World Heritage Centre. The
North-east Mellong sector route will travel up past St Albans to the Wollombi
Road - up to Bulga and back down the Putty Road. The North-west Monundilla
route will travel up the Putty Road to Bulga, across to Denman and the Sandy
Hollow route across the top of Wollemi NP, then back down the western edge
of Wollemi including side trips into Dunns Swamp, Glen Davis and Newnes. The
Central Kedumba sector route coincides with the existing Grand Circular Drive
route. The Southern Colong sector route travels down the eastern edge through
Burragorang Lookout and Thirlmere Lakes NP, across to Wombeyan Caves and
up to Oberon with side trips to Yerranderie, Kanangra Walls and Jenolan Caves.
Touring routes to be supported by the touring map (action 1.4), WHA
guidebooks (recommendation 1.5), lead-park brochures (recommendation 3.2)
and roadside signage (recommendation 2.3).

4.3

Encourage the idea of destinations as stepping stones - where each destination
is presented both as an end in itself and as part of a connected series of destinations running across the landscape.
Ensure site information always includes a component promoting other areas
to visit in the local region including the touring routes as appropriate. Sites
for promotion to be appropriate in terms of impact, safety, etc and subject to
management approval.

4.4

Establish a program for the co-ordinated development of new, low-key facilities
at strategic ‘gaps’ in the current system.
To facilitate the development of the ‘stepping stone’ concept and to support the
touring routes. Potential examples include wayside stops/displays/lookouts/short
tracks along the Putty Road to break up this long stretch and information displays
at St Albans, Thirlmere Lakes and Wollondilly Lookout.

4.5

Promote appropriate alternative recreational opportunities within the WHA.
Recognise the fact that Sydney is the point of origin for most visits to the
Greater Blue Mountains. Work in with the current popularity of activities such
as mountain biking and ‘soft’ four wheel driving in the hybrid city/offroad vehicle
models to promote the wide range of opportunities that exist for these activities
in some of the less well known areas of the GBM. The vehicular tracks running
out from the Putty Road to the Colo Wilderness and gorge, tracks traversing
Yengo National Park, access to Mount Coricudgy and the Burralow CreekMountain Lagoon-Wheeny Creek circuit are examples that might be suitable for
promotion.

4.6
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Promote the existing array of recreational opportunities in and around Bilpin
in a focused manner to make this venue an alternative ‘hub’ of the central Blue
Mountains.
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In support of the new Bilpin visitor centre (action 1.5). Connect on-park opportunities (Wheeny Creek, Burralow Creek, Waratah Gardens, Berambing Picnic
Area, walking tracks and lookouts over the Grose Valley) and off-park venues
(Mount Wilson-Irvine, Mount Tomah Botanic Garden).

OBJECTIVE 5: Present the WHA so that all communities across the full
extent of the area have opportunities to both identify with and beneﬁt
from the region’s promotion.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 5
5.1

Develop and promote a logo for the GBMWHA.
Use a design that stakeholders from both the central Blue Mountains and other
sections of the Greater Blue Mountains can identify with. Incorporate graphic
messages which support the values of the area. Promote and apply the logo at
every opportunity relevant to the GBMWHA.

5.2

Apply the four geographical divisions of the GBMWHA as speciﬁed in action 4.1.
Emphasise the fact that the mountains is much more than just the central Blue
Mountains which forms one component section. Each sector to have imprecise
internal boundaries to avoid unnecessary complexity. This system will be an
informal, uncodiﬁed means of referring to generic areas of the WHA and have
no formal administrative status. Apply to the touring map (recommendation 1.4),
WHA guidebooks (recommendation 1.5) and all signage (recommendations 2.2,
2.3, 2.6, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8).

5.3

Adopt a dual naming system for each sector of the GBMWHA to recognise
indigenous associations with the landscape.
To promote the concept of Aboriginal country. This involves coupling an
Aboriginal name of a local feature with the four geographic divisions of the
WHA.

5.4

Incorporate Aboriginal theming in all interpretation e.g. colours, artwork, words,
stories, local connections, meanings of place names, places of past or contemporary Aboriginal signiﬁcance, current Aboriginal activities on country.

5.5

Develop detailed guidelines on interpretation of Aboriginal values in the WHA to
infomr and reﬁne the actions in this plan.

5.4

Develop local interpretation plans for precincts within the WHA.
Detailed precinct interpretation plans need to be developed consistent with
the adopted WHA interpretation and visitor orientation plan, but incorporating
local themes, values and information. The Aboriginal community forums should
be used to obtain indigenous input. Precinct plans will identify priority sites and
content and how WHA themes and information will be presented locally. Could
be a prerequisite for WHA interpretation support.
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OBJECTIVE 6: Promote the WHA as an integral element in the life of
the communities which surround it.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 6
6.1

Consciously minimise the degree to which the WHA competes with other
mountains’ stakeholders for the public’s attention.
Adopt an approach whereby most WHA material assumes a backdrop role
providing the stage against which people can present their speciﬁc material without
the WHA capturing the main spotlight / focus.

6.2

Consciously develop a support principle in the disbursement of WHA communication funding.
Priority to be given to joint venture projects with a strong community impact and
long life span.

6.3

Adopt a range of information initiatives with direct focus on and relevance to local
communities.
For example, encourage local communities to view the WHA as their own backyard.
Assist them to explore the area through upgraded track orientation signage which
encourages them to enjoy the bush free from anxiety about getting lost. Promote
these upgraded walking track amenities as a signiﬁcant initiative for both local
residents as well as visitors.

6.4

Develop a long term program to establish a presence for the WHA in the general
life of surrounding communities.
Program to include regular use of the media to convey topical news about the
WHA and its management. Focus also on the strategic development of supporting
background media such as community service announcements (as per recommendation 1.1). Consider WHA rather than agency support for key local events. Support
local artistic and cultural events/programs with a nexus with the WHA and which
promote a sense of place.

6.5

Encourage the development of guided activities which focus on speciﬁc natural
or cultural themes likely to appeal to people already familiar with the surrounding
landscape.
Ensure that specialised activities are run by subject experts, capable of providing
the depth of knowledge expected from such activities. Promote such activities by
NPWS Discovery, Jenolan Caves programs and private operators.

6.6

Recognise Sydney residents as a natural part of the broader mountains community
and develop ways of encouraging this sense of connection.
Apply general GBMWHA community information programs to the Sydney region as
well.

6.7

Develop the ‘mountains journeys’ theme or motif within which information about
the mountains can be presented in a consistent manner by a variety of providers.
This theme can help reinforce associations and underlying impressions people have
about the mountains, contributing to the long term process of evolving positive
attitudes and values.
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OBJECTIVE 7: Ensure that available resources for interpretation
and visitor orientation are applied efﬁciently and effectively.
Strategies/actions to achieve objective 7
7.1

Develop information programs in a sequential and cost-effective manner so that
completed actions support future actions.
Develop base mapping and compile interpretive resource information and
photography in the early stages so they are available for a suite of ongoing
programs.

7.2

Develop interpretation and visitor orientation materials as commercial products
where appropriate.
Generate income to feed back into product revision and ongoing programs.
Potential commercial products include the GBMWHA touring map (recommendation 1.4) and guidebooks (recommendation 1.5). Continue to carefully
consider the balance between free and saleable information.

7.3

Use WHA communication funding to provide strategic support to appropriate
programs which are mainly funded from other sources.
As per recommendation 2.5. Maximises output per dollar spent.

7.4

Provide global funding at an NPWS Directorate level for implementation of the
adopted GBMWHA interpretation and visitor orientation plan.
To ensure implementation is orderly and equitable across the WHA. Funds to
be available to JCRT as well as NPWS regions.

7.5

Allocate accountability to a speciﬁed position for implementing the adopted
GBMWHA interpretation and visitor orientation plan.
Position to ensure plan is actively progressed and applied consistently.

7.6
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Adopt a standardised approach regarding materials and the use of colour
graphics across the WHA (as per recommendation 2.1)
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12. PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
In recommending which activities are of the highest priority for implementation it is
important to consider a number of issues.
First and foremost are the issues of equity and efﬁciency. In determining priority
products for the WHA it is vital that funds are applied to those with either universal
or at least broad geographic relevance to the entire WHA. Priority should also be
given to the few information products identiﬁed here which actually focus directly on
the WHA as the main subject matter, and those which supply essential material for the
achievement of subsequent products.
In this regard the following items stand out:
•

design standards, standard wording on values (1.1, 2.1)

•

base mapping, resource compilation and photography (7.1)

•

internet information (1.3)

•

touring map (1.4)

•

touring guidebooks (1.5)

•

information for tourism operatives (2.8)

•

WHA visitor centres (1.6, 1.7, 1.8)

•

community service announcements (1.11)

•

promotional posters (2.9).

Second priority needs to be given to establishing a WHA presence in those sites that
receive the most visitation. In this regard priorities are:
•

WHA funding adopting a supporting role (2.5)

•

develop gateway signage and travel route displays (2.3, 2.4)

•

upgrade information and interpretation at key visitor nodes (2.7)

•

encourage high-quality guided interpretive activities (3.9)

•

colour coded walking tracks (3.5, 6.3).

Thirdly, local communities are a critical target audience, especially those people who do
not visit the WHA and are not therefore adequately reached with the above priorities.
Community involvement in the conservation of the WHA should be nurtured from the
outset suggesting:
•

local media proﬁle (6.3).

It should be noted that many of the more strategic recommendations can be readily
achieved as integral components of the above priority actions.
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13. MEASURING SUCCESS
Measuring the outcomes of this plan requires two processes. One is the relatively simple
task of monitoring the achievement of speciﬁc actions, which can be readily done by
whoever is accountable for plan implementation. The other is the much more problematic
assessment of whether, and to what degree, the objectives of the plan are being met. If
such an assessment is to be most useful, and noting that many outcomes are long term, it
needs to be undertaken at regular intervals across a lengthy period of time.
Given that agency resources for undertaking such a complex task will be very limited, it
is useful to seek an approach that will be relatively simple and efﬁcient, and which might
be able to utilise outside resources. The easier it is to achieve, the more likely it is to be
undertaken.
The objectives of this plan are reiterated below:
1

People must be informed of the existence of the WHA and its recognised values,
features and recreational opportunities - preferably before they actually visit the
area.

2

People visiting the WHA must be aware that they are in a WHA.

3

People’s experience of the WHA should be a positive one in which their expectations as regards information, facilities, safety and recreational opportunities are both
shaped prior to their visit and then met on the ground in such a way as to minimise
any negative impacts on the area.

4

People should be encouraged to visit more than one geographical region within the
WHA in order to both appreciate its diversity and to spread visitation.

5

The presentation of the WHA should be such that all communities across the full
extent of the area have opportunities to both identify with and beneﬁt from the
region’s promotion.

6

The WHA should become an integral element in the life of the communities which
surround it.

7

Available resources for interpretation and visitor orientation are applied efﬁciently
and effectively.

The ﬁrst four of these objectives lend themselves to measurement by visitor survey. A
well-designed questionnaire could provide simple measures of these outcomes without
being onerous to administer or analyse, and be readily repeatable at the same locations on
a regular basis. It is suggested that a repeat interval of two to three years over a ten year
period would be appropriate. The survey should also explore visitors’ attitudes and feelings
towards the WHA.
The most demanding aspect of such a survey is the need to deliver it at a number of
locations if the results are to be meaningful (especially with respect to Objectives 4 and
5). The spread of locations would need to cover the extent of the WHA and sites with a
variety of visitation levels.
The questionnaire would require specialist design and analysis. One means of meeting these
needs without applying an excess of resources is to engage an academic institution which
could use it as an exercise in an undergraduate course. For more remote locations with
lower visitation, agency staff could perhaps administer the survey.
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Phone surveys could be used to determine knowledge and attitudes in local and metropolitan communities.
The last three objectives of the plan are less tangible. It would be possible to come up
with a number of indices which could be measured. For example, for Objective 6 which is
perhaps the least concrete, one could count the number of commercial enterprises that use
World Heritage in their promotions, and the number of community events in which there
is a World Heritage presence.
However, at the end of the day such measures will be only pseudo-scientiﬁc and probably
less reliable than the expert opinion of community, tourism and WHA managers with
their ﬁngers on the local pulse. It is suggested that such opinion, sought in a structured,
consistent and repeatable way, will be the best means of assessing these outcomes.
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Appendix A: GBMWHA design guidelines
Action 2.2:
Develop graphic design standards including a logo that allow for a world heritage
presence to be easily included on all printed and signage material developed by various
stakeholders across the region. Standards to be ﬂexible enough to allow consistent presentation of the WHA area image without impinging on the integrity of the stakeholders’
message / integrity.
Role of the standards
These design standards are an attempt to provide the common ground which allows
all stakeholders across the GBMWHA a stage or platform upon which to present their
respective messages. They adopt the strategic positioning that to maintain their relevance
both over time and across the broad range of stakeholder needs, they must be sufﬁciently
ﬂexible and non prescriptive to allow for them to be adapted to a variety of situations.
They accept that creative adaptation on the part of the designers that will use them is
a valuable part of the evolutionary process of developing a corporate identity for the
GBMWHA. To this end they provide a starting point - not a set of constraints.

WHA logo and typefaces
The logo for the GBM has a vital role to play in ensuring that all stakeholders across the
GBM region can identify with the WHA product. With the term ‘Blue Mountains’ being
effectively associated in the public’s mind with the central Blue Mountains region of the
GBM, the logo speciﬁcally develops a generic view of the the region as ‘The Mountains
WHA’ with the identifying labels of ‘Greater Blue’ adopting a supporting role. A dominant
feature of the logo is the inclusion of the scribbly gum leaf to introduce the theme of the
sclerophyll forests which play a central role in the region’s gazettal as a WHA. Fonts used
in the logo are Gill Sans for the background type and Felt Tip for the foreground mountains
message. The use of an informal font such as Felt Tip together with the background
textured green ‘splash’ provides a softening or overall informal element. The leaf and
background splash a strong graphic elements which can be extracted from the logo and
used as design elements in their own right. The overall white background colour of the logo
should be maintained wherever possible.

Aboriginal Co-management
logo to be included with WH
designs as appropriate and in
particular in association with
welcome to country messaging
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Lineart version

Greyscale version

Logo design elements
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Sector identiﬁcation and theme
An important role for the graphic design standards to play is in identifying the various
sectors within the WHA by way of encouraging people to appreciate the diversity of
landscapes open for them to explore. To this end, the use of stylised sector locality maps is
appropriate. Template maps have been developed as shown opposite. The relevant sector
identiﬁer can then be included in signage material as shown on page 60. Please note that
the colours for the North East Mellong and North West Monundilla Sectors are intentionally similar to emphasise the particular similarities these regions have with each other while
still acknowledging a major change occurs across the east west extent of the two regions.
The background colours are derived from the map colours with 20% black added to
darken the colour suitable for a backdrop effect. This may be increased to 30% if stronger
colours are required.
The sector colours are as follows:
North-west Monundilla sector
background colour: 0c/27m/32y/20k
map colour: 0c/27m/32y/0k
North-east Mellong sector
background colour: 0c/12m/39y/20k
map colour: 0c/12m/39y/0k
Central Kedumba sector
background colour: 28c/11m/6y/20k
map colour: 28c/11m/6y/0k
Southern Colong Sector
background colour: 39c/0m/56y/20k
map colour: 39c/0m/56y/0k
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GBM Sector diagrams

North-west
Monundilla
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

North-west Monundilla sector
background colour: 0c/27m/32y/20k
map colour: 0c/27m/32y/0k

Central
Kedumba
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

Central Kedumba sector
background colour: 28c/11m/6y/20k
map colour: 28c/11m/6y/0k
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North-east
Mellong
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

North-east Mellong sector
background colour: 0c/12m/39y/20k
map colour: 0c/12m/39y/0k

Southern
Colong
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

Southern Colong Sector
background colour: 39c/0m/56y/20k
map colour: 39c/0m/56y/0k
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Use of the logo
Wherever possible, the logo should be positioned in the bottom left section of either
printed or signage material. In most situations this should keep it well clear of other logos
which may be included on the page. To allow for the logo to clearly sit over the top of
other material such as photos a white ‘ﬂag’ should be used as background to the logo incorporating a fade to transparent from the right hand edge of the logo as shown below.

Printed material
An example of how the design standards could be incorporated into existing corporate
styles as in the case of NPWS brochures is shown here. Note how parks adopt the colour
of the WHA sector within which they are most closely associated.
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Signage layout
A key feature of the design standards is the concept of providing a backdrop against which
other messages can be held out. The way in which this can be achieved is shown below.
In some cases it may be appropriate to bleed the pale inside border feature area off the
top and to the right. This will work best in situations where the sign is framed against an
uncluttered, ﬂat colour surface backdrop. If the backdrop is cluttered and hence does not
assist in framing the sign, then incorporating a full border into the sign as shown below may
be appropriate. The example shown below demonstrates how the WHA backdrop design
would work in with NPWS corporate design.

Welcome to

Welcome to

the

the

North-west

North-east

MONUNDILLA

MELLONG

SECTOR

SECTOR

of the

of the

Greater Blue

Greater Blue

Mountains

Mountains

World

World

Heritage Area

Heritage Area

North West
Monundilla
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

North East
Mellong
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

WORLD

H E R I TAG E

Welcome to

WORLD

H E R I TAG E

WORLD

H E R I TAG E

Welcome to

the

the

Central

Southern

KEDUMBA

COLONG

SECTOR

SECTOR

of the

of the

Greater Blue

Greater Blue

Mountains

Mountains

World

World

Heritage Area

Heritage Area

Central
Kedumba
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

Southern
Colong
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

WORLD
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BLUE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK

explore the

walking tracks around Echo Point
Select your track and note its
colour code and symbol. Look
for this marker at track
intersections to help you
identify which way to go. If in
doubt about your ability to
complete a walk please
enquire at the visitor centre.

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
KATOOMBA FALLS TO ECHO
POINT SECTION
11

12

N

0

0.5

1.0

1

K I L O M E T R E S

2

10

3

9
4

8
7

6

Track leads on to Leura Cascades

5

A moderate walk of 1.5 hrs
(one way) from Echo Point
along the escarpment to
Katoomba Falls. Follow the
blue square marker at track
intersections.

KATOOMBA
FALLS

Furber Steps Track

Federal Pass track loops back to join
the Golden Stairs to Scenic Railway
where it rounds the base of the Three
Sisters

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
KATOOMBA FALLS TO ECHO
POINT SECTION

SCENIC
RAILWAY

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
ECHO POINT TO BURRALOO
LOOKOUT SECTION

ECHO POINT TO
THREE SISTERS

DARDANELLES PASS TRACK
TO FERN FOREST

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
ECHO POINT TO BURRALOO
LOOKOUT SECTION

GOLDEN STAIRS TO SCENIC
RAILWAY WALK

12

11

1
2

10

3

9

Welcome to
the

Track continues to past The Dogface
to the Golden Stairs and Ruined
Castle.

you are here

7

THREE SISTERS

Central
KEDUMBA
SECTOR
of the
Greater Blue
Mountains
World
Heritage Area

Central
Kedumba
Sector:
Greater
Blue
Mountains
WHA

GOLDEN STAIRS TO SCENIC
RAILWAY WALK
11

12

1
2

10

ECHO POINT TO
THREE SISTERS
11

3

9

7

6

3

6

5

A 1.5 hour one way moderate
walk along a section of the Prince
henry Cliff Walk. Follow the
yellow square marker at track
intersections.

11

12

1
2

10

3

9
4

8

4

8

7

5

An easy return stroll of 30
minutes offering access to a
range of striking lookouts as well
as a closer view of the first of the
Three Sisters. The level going is
suitable for assisted disabled
access. Follow the green circle
marker at track intersections.

WORLD
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2

7

6

DARDANELLES PASS TRACK
Federal Pass Track loops up to join
the Dardanelles Track at the Fern
Forest

1

9

5

A difficult walk of 2.5 hrs (one
way) from Echo Point, down the
Golden Stairs and around the
base of the Three Sisters to the
Scenic Railway. Diificulty results
from descending a 170 metre
drop via steep stairs. The last
train up the Scenic Railway runs
at 4.50pm.
Follow the red diamond marker
at track intersections.

12

10

4

8

4

8

ECHO POINT

6

5

A 2.5 hour strenuous walk down the Golden
Stairs and along underneath the cliffline to
the Fern Forest. From here return to Echo
Point allowing time to rest on the steep ascent
of the Golden Stairs. Longer walks around to
the Leura Cascades are possible by continuing
along this track. Follow the grey star marker
at track intersections.
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Appendix B: Touring routes / geographical
areas map
5.2

Apply the four geographical divisions of the GBMWHA as speciﬁed in action 4.1.
Emphasise the fact that the mountains is much more than just the central Blue
Mountains which forms one component section. Each sector to have imprecise
boundaries, so that they gradually merge together. This system will be an informal,
uncodiﬁed means of referring to generic areas of the WHA and have no formal administrative status. Apply to the touring map (recommendation 1.4), WHA guidebooks
(recommendation 1.5) and all signage (recommendations 2.2, 2.3, 2.6, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8).

4.2

Develop three touring routes throughout the WHA.
Each WHA sector will have a touring route developed for it. Each route will have
a common point of overlap at the Bilpin World Heritage Centre. The Northeast Mellong sector route will travel up past St Albans to the Wollomombi
Road - up to Bulga and back down the Putty Road. The North-west Monundilla
route will travel up the Putty Road to Bulga, across to Denman and the Sandy
Hollow route across the top of Wollemi NP, then back down the western edge
of Wollemi including side trips into Dunns Swamp, Glen Davis and Newnes. The
Central Kedumba sector route coincides with the existing Grand Circular Drive
route. The Southern Colong sector route travels down the eastern edge through
Burragorang Lookout and Thirlmere Lakes NP, across to Wombeyan Caves and
up to Oberon with side trips to Yerranderie, Kanangra Walls and Jenolan Caves.
Touring routes to be supported by the touring map (action 1.4), WHA
guidebooks (recommendation 1.5), lead-park brochures (recommendation 3.2)
and roadside signage (recommendation 2.3).
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northern
sectors
touring route

North West
Monundilla
Sector

North East
Mellong
Sector

central sector
touring route

Central
Kedumba
Sector

southern
sector touring
route
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Appendix C: Eastern Australia World Heritage
Touring Routes
1.2

Develop a plan to promote the GBMWHA in a national and international context as a
lynchpin which allows people to undertake a connected ‘world heritage discovery tour’
along the Australian east coast and beyond.
Exploit the GBM’s position as the closest WHA to Australia’s major international
arrival port of Sydney. Promote the World Heritage concept and use of the GBM as
a jumping-off point for a more extended journey. The Central Eastern Rainforest
Reserves of Australia (CERRA), Lord Howe Island (by air) and Willandra Lakes World
Heritage areas are particularly accessible. An east coast tour can logically take in
CERRA, then onwards to Fraser Island, the Great Barrier Reef and the Wet Tropics.

Touring route opportunities
The position of the GBMWHA within easy reach of the Sydney CBD, offers some
outstanding opportunities for the promotion of World Heritage values to both
domestic and international visitors. The establishment of the GBMWHA is viewed by
some NPWS staff as the eucalypt equivalent of the Central Eastern Rainforest Reserves
(which commence with Barrington Tops NP just to the north of the GBM on the other
side of the Hunter Valley). This is an important link which when shown on a map
suggests an array of creative touring opportunities for both domestic and international
visitors interested in travelling north along the escarpment country from Sydney. If
one also adds to this map other internationally recognised Australian protected areas
– the World Biosphere Reserves (WBR), then the real value of the GBM in providing a
pivotal connecting link to the existing network of WHA and WBR becomes apparent.
Thanks to its crucial location adjacent to Sydney – the hub of domestic and international
tourism – the GBMWHA has the opportunity to serve as both an outstanding WHA
destination in its own right as well as a gateway to the other internationally recognised
conservation reserves of eastern Australia. Consider for example three key WHA
tours which could all be established with the GBMWHA as their starting point. These
are as follows:
1: World Heritage MOUNTAINS - OUTBACK - WILDERNESS Tour
From the GBMWHA the route would head across the Mountains, west along the Mid
Western Highway through Grenfell, West Wyalong and Hay to Balranald. From here
the loop north to Mungo NP and back to Robinvale on the Murray River would lead
into the Hattah Kulkyne World Biosphere Reserve. From here a wide range of touring
opportunities are available through the Murray Mallee depending on whether people
have conventional or 4WD vehicles. Along a route of their choice the tour travels to
Naracoorte Caves before swinging along the coast road to Geelong and Melbourne.
Here a trip to Launceston opens up access to the Tasmanian Wilderness WHA’s wide
choice of activities. Once back in Melbourne, the route travels north along the well laid
out touring route through the Australian Alps and the Kosciuszko NP World Biosphere
Reserve to Canberra. The ﬁnal leg from Canberra leads up the western edge of the
GBM.
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2: World Heritage MOUNTAINS - ISLANDS Tour
For any visit based around Sydney and its environs there is the chance to explore the
GBMWHA in concert with a visit to the Lord Howe Island WHA (given the island is
only accessible via air links out of Sydney and Brisbane).
3: World Heritage MOUNTAINS - FORESTS - REEF Tour
From the GBM the route heads north to Singleton and on to Scone. From here it
crosses the Barrington Tops to Gloucester and heads north up the Thunderbolts Way
to Walcha and Armidale. From Armidale, the road leads east along the Waterfall Way
to the Dorrigo World Heritage Centre and back to the Armidale Grafton Road to
Grafton. Here it heads west back up the escarpment along the World Heritage Way
to Glen Innes. North from here to Tenterﬁeld before following the Bruxner Highway
across to Lismore and the Nightcap, Mount Warning, Border Ranges group of parks
including the dramatic Border Loop scenic drive. Across the border to Lamington
National Park and then via a route to be determined up the Queensland Coast to
Fraser Island, The Great Barrier Reef and the Wet Tropics just north of Cairns.

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF WHA
WET TROPICS OF
QUEENSLAND
WHA

AUS. FOSSIL MAMMAL SITE
(RIVERSLEIGH)
WHA

FRASER
ISLAND WHA

World Heritage MOUNTAINS FORESTS - REEF tour

BOOKMARK WBR

Central Eastern
Rainforest
Reserves
WHA

WILLANDRA LAKES
REGION WHA

HATTAHKULKYNE
N.P.
WBR

Lord Howe Island
Group WHA

World Heritage
MOUNTAINS - ISLANDS tour

KOSCIUSZKO
N.P. WBR

World Heritage MOUNTAINS OUTBACK - WILDERNESS tour
CROAJINGOLONG
N.P. WBR

AUS. FOSSIL MAMMAL SITE
(NARACOORTE)
WHA

THE TAS.
WILDERNESS
WHA
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Appendix D: Context of Katoomba and Bilpin
visitor centres
1.8

Develop a strategy which identiﬁes roles for the Bilpin and Katoomba centres in the
total presentation of the GBMWHA and how they relate to other visitor centres in the
region.

4.6

Promote the existing array of recreational opportunities that exist in and around
Bilpin in a focused manner to make this venue an alternative ‘hub’ of the central Blue
Mountains.
In support of the new Bilpin visitor centre (action 1.5). Connect on-park opportunities
(Wheeny Creek, Burralow Creek, Waratah Gardens, Berambing Picnic Area, walking
tracks and lookouts over the Grose Valley) and off-park venues (Mount Wilson-Irvine,
Mount Tomah Botanic Gardens).

All of the three major WHA visitor centres in the mountains – Bilpin, Katoomba and
Blackheath – will share substantial common ground with regards the need to orientate
visitors and inform them of the things they can do to explore both the local and
broader region. Beyond this however, each has its own speciﬁc opportunities to develop
other aspects of the WHA experience. Katoomba for example with its location in a
developed setting apart from the bush is ideally situated to explore more global issues
relating to the promotion of the Blue Mountains in relation to other World Heritage
Areas. Blackheath has the opportunity to wear a variety of hats and will need extensive
consultation to determine its exact role in the overall WHA presentation. While this is
also true of Bilpin, some issues stand out as immediate opportunities.
Foremost in this regard is the location of the Mount Tomah annex of the Royal Botanic
Gardens just up the road from Bilpin. This area - together with its basalt geology - offers
an ideal opportunity for a Bilpin / Mt Tomah sister centre scenario which amongst other
things tells the overall eucalypt story complete with the Gondwana links and rainforest
antecedents. In this way, the Bilpin centre could further enhance the educational focus
of the Bells Line of Road by providing an even stronger and broader attraction for
educational groups which typically strengthen the mid week visitation component. It
also works in well with the idea of further developing touring routes through the region
as a means of exploring and understanding the WHA values.
If this eucalypt focus is recognised as a major subsidiary theme for the Bilpin centre, then
presumably it would need to be considered in the course of preparing architectural
designs for the site.
Further to this, it is signiﬁcant alongside geographic approach proposed for adoption for
the WHA, the Bells Line of Road forms a transition zone for three of the sectors – the
North East Mellong, North West Monundilla and Central Kedumba sectors. As such
this access route becomes one of the major visitor opportunities to readily appreciate
the variety of Blue Mountains landscapes and ecosystems in the course of a single
outing. This opportunity is one which could be extensively highlighted and incorporated into the Bilpin centre’s presentation. Recreational amenities adjacent to the Bilpin
centre are highlighted on the map opposite.
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Sample of key visitor amenities around Bilpin

Walking access
point to the
Wollemi
Wilderness

Mountain
Lagoon - Colo
River: Mountain
bike tour, 'soft'
offroad vehicle
tour

camping on
Wheeny Creek

Wollemi Wilderness

Mtn Lagoon

Mt Irvine
Kurrajong
Lookouts

Bilpin
WH Centre

Nth
Richmond
Waratah
Gardens
Mt Tomah
Botanic Gardens
3km
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Burralow Creek
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Appendix E: Colour coded track markers /
signage systems
3.6

Develop and implement a colour coded walking track identiﬁcation system in key
track precincts.
Focus on precincts with complex track systems which attract high visitation and a high
proportion of non English speaking visitors. Apply the GBMWHA identity graphics
standard. System to be cost-effective, aesthetically appropriate, durable and low
maintenance. Apply NPWS design standards within national parks.

3.7

Develop a strategy for the consistent presentation of management messages (e.g. stay
away from cliff edges, no dogs etc) along walking tracks and elsewhere.
Strategy to identify how to separate these messages out from general information
material and to position them in such a way as to be easily seen and understood
by both English and non English speaking people before they set off on a track to a
lookout or other destination. NPWS design standards to apply in national parks.

7.6

Adopt a standardised approach regarding materials and and the use of colour
graphics across the WHA.

Colour coding / signage systems
Developing a system which allows casual visitors from both English and non-English
speaking backgrounds safe and easy access to the range of walking tracks in areas of
walking track conjestion (where various tracks overlap and criss cross) is a major issue
facing the presentation of the GBM. This issues is espeecially relevant to the central
Blue Mountians where the bulk of areas with overlapping tracks and high visitation are
located. In particular the precincts at Govetts Leap, Echo Point / Katoomba Falls / Leura
and Wentworth Falls stand out as particular areas of relevance.
To solve this problem it is valuable to look at how other situations have coped with
orienting people from diverse language groups in potentially confusing environments.
The situation of railway stations is one example worth looking at. In these situations,
colour coding is used to establish linkages between various points in the system, thus
when faced with choices as to which ‘route’ to follow, people ‘s challenge is reduced to
just two steps. Firstly to choose their destination and identify its colour code. Secondly
to follow the colour markers at junctions they encounter. Highly stylised, simpliﬁed maps
are produced to support this system.
An additional issue to note here is that especially with non-English speaking visitors
the use of colour can be crucial to getting across safety messages.Adopting such
an approach in the central Blue Mountains would appear to have some value. To
determine how the system would work, a trial layout for Echo Point has been
developed.
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The essence of this approach lies in the use of lightfast digital prints face mounted
to acrylic and mounted to a timber or metal trackpost. New printing technologies
- especially those using organic solvent inks have reached the point now where these
systems are long lived enough to support their widespread incorporation in outdoor
signage.
The discussion of the relative merits of each technology is a valuable one that lies
beyond the scope of this current section. The essential issue in moving towards the
use of digital prints is to realise that these give higher quality signage at equivalent or
lower cost than traditional signage production involving screen printing or photo metal
technology. Their current life cycle is in the order of 5 - 10 years depending upon the
exact materials used and their exposure to the elements. The use of these prints is now
very widespread across most NSW NPWS regions as well as being universally adopted
by Parks Victoria to name just two examples. These are no longer experimental technologies and it is recommended that their use be encouraged across the GBMWHA.
The use of this technology would allow for the widespread use of both colour and very
high resolution graphics in signage across the WHA. This allow for the production of
signs similar to that shown below with the obvious beneﬁts of including the relevant
sector colouring and overall image of quality which should be associated with signage in
the WHA.
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explore the

walking tracks around Echo Point
Select your track and note its
colour code and symbol. Look
for this marker at track
intersections to help you
identify which way to go. If in
doubt about your ability to
complete a walk please
enquire at the visitor centre.

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
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POINT SECTION
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Track leads on to Leura Cascades

5

A moderate walk of 1.5 hrs
(one way) from Echo Point
along the escarpment to
Katoomba Falls. Follow the
blue square marker at track
intersections.

KATOOMBA
FALLS

Furber Steps Track

Federal Pass track loops back to join
the Golden Stairs to Scenic Railway
where it rounds the base of the Three
Sisters

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
KATOOMBA FALLS TO ECHO
POINT SECTION

SCENIC
RAILWAY

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
ECHO POINT TO BURRALOO
LOOKOUT SECTION

ECHO POINT TO
THREE SISTERS

DARDANELLES PASS TRACK
TO FERN FOREST

PRINCE HENRY CLIFF WALK:
ECHO POINT TO BURRALOO
LOOKOUT SECTION

GOLDEN STAIRS TO SCENIC
RAILWAY WALK
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Welcome to
the

Track continues to past The Dogface
to the Golden Stairs and Ruined
Castle.

you are here
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THREE SISTERS

Central
KEDUMBA
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of the
Greater Blue
Mountains
World
Heritage Area
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ECHO POINT TO
THREE SISTERS
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A 1.5 hour one way moderate
walk along a section of the Prince
henry Cliff Walk. Follow the
yellow square marker at track
intersections.
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An easy return stroll of 30
minutes offering access to a
range of striking lookouts as well
as a closer view of the first of the
Three Sisters. The level going is
suitable for assisted disabled
access. Follow the green circle
marker at track intersections.
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DARDANELLES PASS TRACK
Federal Pass Track loops up to join
the Dardanelles Track at the Fern
Forest

1

9

5

A difficult walk of 2.5 hrs (one
way) from Echo Point, down the
Golden Stairs and around the
base of the Three Sisters to the
Scenic Railway. Diificulty results
from descending a 170 metre
drop via steep stairs. The last
train up the Scenic Railway runs
at 4.50pm.
Follow the red diamond marker
at track intersections.
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8

ECHO POINT

6

5

A 2.5 hour strenuous walk down the Golden
Stairs and along underneath the cliffline to
the Fern Forest. From here return to Echo
Point allowing time to rest on the steep ascent
of the Golden Stairs. Longer walks around to
the Leura Cascades are possible by continuing
along this track. Follow the grey star marker
at track intersections.
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The Echo Point example
To appreciate how colour coding would work the following example for Echo Point is
provided. The essential ingredients would be a stylised precinct map as shown below.
The use of such a map does not preclude the use of oblique aerial imagery to show
terrain. These terrain depictions have a valuable role to play and could be ideally
included in general visitor orientation signage. The essential quality of the stylised map
is that it is placed in a pivotal location as a stand alone element that means everyone
accessing the track network passes by it prior to accessing the track. To this end various
copies may be required. It is envisaged a sign size of around 1m square would sufﬁce.
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